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1. INTRODUCTION  
The identification of natural geochemical processes and the assessment of the impact 
of anthropogenic actions on groundwater quality are important challenges to water 
sustainable management worldwide. Representative surveillance monitoring is required 
to assess groundwater body status and track the evolution of the water quality, 
especially in those areas where anthropogenic stresses are more intensive and 
widespread. There is also an increasing need, for water authorities and managers, to 
have sound indications on the location of good quality groundwater reserves, in order to 
develop long-term protective management strategies that guarantee an adequate supply 
and quality of water, in light of both increasing human needs and climate variability 
(Ducci et al., 2016). 
The Water Framework Directive 2000/60/CE (WFD; European Commission, 2000), 
transposed into Italian law as D.lgs 152/2006, requires member states to protect, 
enhance and restore waters with the goal of achieving ‘‘good status’’ for both surface 
and groundwater bodies. For groundwater, good status covers both quantitative and 
chemical status (Fig. 1.1).  
 
 
Fig. 1.1. General relationship of groundwater quality and status under the EU 
Water Framework Directive (Muller et al., 2006) 
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As the ‘‘good chemical status’’ is not clearly defined in the WFD, the Groundwater 
Daughter Directive 2006/118/EC (GWDD; European Commission, 2006) was published 
to set criteria for evaluating groundwater chemical status (Ducci & Sellerino, 2012). The 
GWDD was transposed into Italian law as D.lgs 30/2009. Nowadays the assessment of 
the groundwater body (GWB) quality is inherently related to the definition of the 
natural background level (NBL) and threshold values (TV). According to the GWDD, the 
TV is defined as a quality standard for pollutants in groundwater, i.e., a concentration of 
pollutant which should not be exceeded in order to protect human health and the 
environment. The TV is determined on the basis of the NBL, as request by the D.lgs 
30/2009. In the Art. 2.5 of the GWDD the ‘background level’ is defined as “the 
concentration of a substance or the value of an indicator in a body of groundwater 
corresponding to no, or only very minor, anthropogenic alterations to undisturbed 
conditions”.  
Under peculiar hydrogeological conditions (e.g. presence of tectonic structures, 
upwelling of hydrothermal fluids, and interactions with other groundwater bodies) the 
concentrations of certain elements can widely vary, and therefore the differences in 
groundwater chemistry inside a groundwater body can be remarkable. 
In the highly impacted zones some important aspects should be evaluated, such as 
whether an element was already present prior to human impacts, and which was its 
content or, in case of remediation of a site, which is the area to be eventually restored 
and to which extent (e.g. the natural background level) should the concentration be 
lowered through the remediation measures. 
For these reasons, TV and NBL are crucial in environmental management, but they 
are theoretic values whose geochemical significance cannot reliably be derived by 
applying methodologies, as much as sophisticated, purely based upon samples data. 
Moreover, although the European legislation requires the assessment of NBL in order to 
evaluate the groundwater chemical status, there is no indications about which method 
should be used.  
The NBL evaluation provides one value (or sometimes a range of values) for an area, 
while groundwater quality changes continuously in space. In according to the European 
Directive 2014/80/UE (European Commission, 2014) the determination of the 
background levels it should be based on the characterization of groundwater bodies in 
accordance with Annex II of European Directive 2000/60/EC (European Commission, 
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2000). Indeed the extension of a groundwater body is often very large and it is very 
important that management groundwater quality tools take into account the scale and 
heterogeneity of groundwater bodies.  
Contaminant distribution mapping is an important component of the risk assessment, 
and it demands for a spatial analysis involving probability assessment. The object should 
be to delineate between “contaminated” and “clean” groundwater for management 
purposes (e.g. for drinking water abstraction, delimitation of polluted sites to be 
restored, etc.). 
If the groundwater quality is poor and unsuitable e.g. for human consumption, does it 
depend only on its natural origin? Or on the contrary, is it human induced and therefore 
the restoration of the aquifer is needed and reasonable at the same time? 
These considerations and questions, raised by the outlined state of the art, led to this 
thesis topic. The objectives of the thesis will be discussed in the next section. 
 
1.1. Research objectives 
Indicator Kriging (IK) allows estimating the probability of exceeding a critical 
threshold concentration. This technique has been largely used for the evaluation of the 
quality of soils (Cattle et al. 2002; Smith et al. 1993) and groundwater (Liu et al., 2004; 
Stigter et al., 2005; Lee et al., 2007; Delbari et al., 2016). 
In this thesis the NBL concept has been revisited in the light of the spatial analysis 
using IK, in order to link the conditional probability estimation of the IK to the local NBL, 
to be able to individualize: 
 the anthropogenic polluted areas;  
 when to consider NBL instead of the law reference value and the extend of the 
area of the validity of the NBL within a large area; 
 the areas not usable for human consumption, regardless the origin of 
contamination.  
The methodology was applied in an area located in Campania Region, southern Italy. 
The study area is a portion of the very large Volturno Plain-Regi Lagni GWB, as defined 
in Water Management Plan “2015-2021” (European Directive 2000/60/CE, D.lgs 
152/06, L. 13/09), that extends between the provinces of Naples and Caserta. It is a 
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densely populated area, with a poor reputation for contamination, caused by illegal 
dumping of industrial and municipal waste (US Navy, 2013). Indeed, it is located in the 
Regional Interest Priority Site “Litorale Domizio-Agro Aversano” (LDDA), owing to the 
large number of potentially polluted sites. In the last five years, the LDDA has been 
object of several studies by the University of Naples “Federico II” (Life+ECOREMED 
project) and Campania region (Strumenti operativi di valutazione e controllo delle qualità 
dei sistemi agricoli della Piana Campana). 
Over the PhD years, I had the opportunity to take part in both projects as a fellow. 
Moreover, I collaborated with the Instituto Superior Técnico of the University of Lisbon 
and the National Research Council - Water Research Institute IRSA-CNR. Through all 
these experiences and projects, I was able to study in depth the area and carry out the 
methodology reported in this research project with the aim to support the reclamation 
practices that are testing and promoting on the area and the management of the aquifers 
of the study area.  
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2. RESEARCH IN THE FRAMEWORK OF SCIENTIFIC PROJECTS 
2.1. The Life+ ECOREMED project 
Life+ ECOREMED "IMPLEMENTATION OF ECO-COMPATIBLE PROTOCOLS FOR 
AGRICULTURAL SOIL REMEDIATION IN COAST DOMIZIO-AGRO AVERSANO NIPS", aims 
to develop and demonstrate the bio-remediation protocol effects of agricultural 
polluted soils which include growing biomass crops with dual objective of clean-up and 
produce useful materials for agro-energy and green chemistry with the perspective to 
propose it in other polluted area too. In Campania region, Southern Italy, (Napoli 
Orientale, Litorale Domitio-Agro Aversano L. 426/98, Napoli Bagnoli Coroglio L. 
388/2000, Litorale Vesuviano L. 179/2002, Bacino idrografico del Sarno L. 266/05; 
Aree di Pianura DM 445/2008) there were identified four National Interest Priority Sites 
(NIPSs), for a total surface of about 200,000 ha, with different levels and sources of 
pollution. Litorale Domitio-Agro Aversano (LDAA) NIPS (nowadays downgraded from 
“national” to “regional”, not for a decrease of the contamination status but to transfer the 
competence of reclamation works to the Campanian regional authorities) includes a 
large part of the polluted agricultural lands, belonging to more than 61 municipalities in 
the Naples and Caserta provinces. In this area a high level spotted soil contamination is 
moreover due to the legal and outlaw industrial and municipal wastes dumping, with 
hazardous consequences also on the quality of the water table (www.ecoremed.it). The 
LDAA area encompasses the whole Garigliano plain GWB, and parts of the GWBs of the 
Volturno river plain – Regi Lagni, the eastern Plain of Naples, and the Phleagrean Fields.  
 
The project has many objectives, divided into different actions. During my PhD 
studies, I had the opportunity to take part in the LIFE11/ENV/IT/275 - ECOREMED 
project. The participation is started because I was not holding a doctoral fellowship and 
I availed of the fellowships of the Life+ project since January 2013 until December 2016. 
In this project, I participate to action B1 “Environmental characterization of the area” 
(Action leader: D. Ducci) and action C3 “Groundwater monitoring” (Action leader: A. 
Corniello). 
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The action B1 aims to provide the environmental characterization of the LDDA site 
considering the contribution of environmental matrices (air, soil, soil hydraulic and 
groundwater) and the effect of their contamination on human health. The use of 
Geographic Information System (GIS) has made possible a georeferenced inventory and, 
by overlaying environmental information, operational synthesis of comprehensive 
environmental conditions. The cumulative effects on environmental features are 
evaluated, taking into account superposition effects, by means of the spatial multi-
criteria decision analysis, to draw up the suitability map for the application of the 
ECOREMED protocol. In particular, I was involved in the sub-action B1c1 
“Hydrogeological characterization”. The objectives were: 
 To define the stratigraphy of the area through boreholes, hydrogeological 
maps and sections, gathered by government agencies, private companies and 
survey campaigns. 
 To determine the piezometric pattern through the interpolation of piezometric 
data, collected or obtained with new measures conducted in the available 
wells. 
 To evaluate the quality status of groundwater (sensu Directive 2000/60/EC) 
and the natural background values for certain ions (Directive 2006/118/EC), 
on the basis of chemical analysis already available or obtained with new 
samples. 
 To assess the vulnerability to contamination of the aquifers.  
 
The effects of the protocol were tested in specific polluted areas that have been 
selected at the beginning of the project in the Municipalities of Trentola-Ducenta (an 
area bordering the landfill “Taverna del Re” with organic and metal pollution), Castel 
Volturno (a public retro-dunal of 5000 m2 area called “Soglitelle” near "Laghetti di Castel 
Volturno" polluted used as shooting range an contaminated by metals of the bullets) and 
Teverola (a public area of 3000 m2 used for temporary storage of urban wastes). In 
particular, the action C3 aims to define a set of indicators for monitoring environmental 
quality that could be used in environmental regulatory framework. The monitoring was 
performed in Teverola and Soglitelle sites, where the shallow aquifer is present. The 
monitoring was performed installing two multi-parametric data loggers, one for each 
piezometer of each site (Fig. 2.1), and a periodical sampling in all control piezometers 
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built in the two sites.  
Some of the piezometric measures and the chemical analyses of the water samples 
collected in this project (those that fall in the area and appropriate to the proposed 
methodology), have been joined to the data set used in this study (§ 5); moreover some 
of the results obtained are presented in this study (study area § 3; geochemical maps § 
6.1). 
 
 
 
Fig. 2.1. Soglitelle - Laghetti di Castel Volturno (CE): the downloading of the data by the 
multi-parametric data-logger. In the right corner, a view above the piezometer and the 
multi-parametric data-logger installed. 
 
The results of this project were presented in several congresses and workshops; the 
following are workshops and congresses which I attended and in which I presented the 
preliminary results of the thesis: 
 Workshop “The definition of natural background levels (NBLs) in groundwater 
and soils – Case studies in Italy and Portugal”, CIRAM - University Federico II 
of Naples, 26/02/2014. 
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 FLOWPATH 2014 – Viterbo, 18-20 Giugno 2014: Ducci, D., Sellerino, M., 
Preziosi, E., Parrone, D., de Melo, M. T. C., & Ribeiro, L. (2014) - The importance 
of distinguishing between anthropogenic pollution and natural origin in 
groundwater of highly deteriorated areas.  
 42nd IAH International Congress “Hydrogeology: Back to the future!”, 
University “La Sapienza” Rome, 13-18/09/2015: Corniello A., Ducci D., 
Sellerino M.- Investigating Groundwater Systems from regional scale to site-
scale. Abstract published on Rend. Online Soc. Geol. It., Suppl. n. 1 al Vol. 39 – 
2016, pag. 825.  
 10th Congress of “Giovani Ricercatori di Geologia Applicata” AIGA, Alma Mater 
Studiorum University of Bologna, 18-19/02/2016: Corniello A., Ducci D., 
Sellerino M.- Investigation of Groundwater Systems at different scale: the case 
study of the Volturno River Plain (Campania, Italy)”. Abstract published on 
Rend. Online Soc. Geol. It., Vol. 41 -2016- pagg. 76-79. 
 88th Congress of Italian Geological Society (SGI), University Federico II of 
Naples, 7-9 / 09/ 2016: Corniello A., Ducci D., Sellerino M., Stellato L., Del 
Gaudio E., Di Rienzo B. & Tessitore S. - New considerations about nitrate 
content in groundwater of the alluvial-pyroclastic aquifer of the Campanian 
Plain (southern Italy). Abstract published on Rend. Online Soc. Geol. It., Suppl. 
n. 1 al Vol. 40 (2016) pag. 787. 
 
2.2. Regional projects 
The government of the Campania Region carried out different projects for the 
environmental study and monitoring. In particular the project "Strumenti operativi di 
valutazione e controllo delle qualità dei sistemi agricoli della Piana Campana" (CUP 
E69E12000590006) allowed us the in-depth analysis of the groundwater bodies of the 
Campanian Plain (Phleagrean Fields, Eastern plain of Naples and Volturno plain-Regi 
Lagni) and provided the tools to new campaign of piezometric measurements and the 
collection of groundwater samples (§ 5). The aim was the chemical characterization of 
the groundwater of the Campanian plain for identifying threshold values of some ions 
that are indicators of the anthropogenic contamination and the subsequent local 
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calibration of the reference value for the irrigational use.  
 
2.3. Scientific collaborations 
Life+ ECOREMED and the regional project were useful to the study of the area and the 
collection of new data, but the bases of this research were born during the scientific 
cooperation between the Portuguese Foundation for Science and Technology (FCT), the 
National Research Council of Italy Water Research Institute IRSA-CNR and the 
University of Naples “Federico II”. The methodology proposed in this thesis has been 
preliminarily applied with a different data set (smaller) and on a slightly different 
distribution area (the extension of the GWB has been slightly modified by the Water 
Management Plan “2015-2021”) and the main results were published on a scientific 
journal: Ducci, D., de Melo, M. T. C., Preziosi, E., Sellerino, M., Parrone, D., & Ribeiro, L. 
(2016) - Combining natural background levels (NBLs) assessment with indicator kriging 
analysis to improve groundwater quality data interpretation and management. Science 
of The Total Environment, 569, 569-584. 
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.scitotenv.2016.06.184 
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3. THE STUDY AREA 
The Campania (southern Italy – Fig. 3.1) is the second most populated region in Italy. 
It is spread over an area of 13,671 km2 with a population of about 6 million of 
inhabitants, which makes it very densely populated.  The economy of the region is based 
mainly on agriculture and food industry, but it can also count on a large number of 
industrial plants.  
 
 
Fig. 3.1. Hydrogeologic scheme of the Campania region (Italy: a) Quaternary marine deposits; 
b) Quaternary volcanic deposits; c) Quaternary slope-fan deposits; d) Flysch; e) Mesozoic 
limestones; f) Marlstone and Limestone; g) Limestone and clay; h) Molasse deposits; i) 
Limestones. (mod. from Allocca et al., 2005) 
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The Campania is characterized (Fig. 3.1) by three coastal alluvial plains overlooking 
the Tyrrhenian Sea on the west, which cover about 30% of the territory (Garigliano 
Plain p.p., Campanian Plain and Sele Plain), by the inland Apennine mountains which 
constitute the main orographic barriers and cover 25% of the area, by the hilly areas of 
Sannio-Irpinia and Cilento (over 40% of the territory) and, by the Vesuvius and the 
Roccamonfina volcanoes and Phleagrean pyroclastic hills (about 5% of the surface).  
The study area is located in the central part of the Campanian Plain, corresponding to 
the southern part of the Volturno Plain–Regi Lagni (P-VLTR) groundwater body (GWB), 
as defined in the Water Management Plan or “Piano di Gestione delle Acque 2015-2021” 
(2000/60/EC, D.lgs 152/06, L. 13/09), at the left side of the Volturno river (Fig. 3.2) and 
here and after called P-VLTRsx. The P-VLTRsx is hydrogeologically homogeneous and it 
presents strong differences from the northern part of the GWB (Capri et al., 2009; 
Corniello & Ducci, 2014).  
 
 
Fig. 3.2. The study area (P-VLTRsx): the southern part of the Volturno Plain-Regi Lagni (P-
VLTR) groundwater body.: a) Arenaceous – conglomeratic deposits; b) Alluvial –coastal 
deposits; c) Slope-fan deposits; d) Travertine; e) Pyroclastic deposits; f) Campanian 
Ignimbrite tuff (CI); g) Arenaceous-clayey flysch; h) Limestone. Piezometric levels in m a.s.l. 
(mod. Allocca et al. 2005). Trace of the cross sections of Fig. 3.3 
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The P-VLTRsx is bounded by the Tyrrhenian sea (W), by the Volturno River (N), by the 
Mesozoic limestone mountains (E), by the eastern plain of Naples (SE) and by the 
pyroclastic hills of the Phleagrean Fields (SW) (Fig. 3.2). 
The area is prevalently agricultural, but it is characterized, especially in the northern 
part, by widespread settlements, with population densities exceeding 1,000 
inhabitants/km2 in municipalities near Naples (located at the SE of the area) (Ducci et 
al., 2016). Since the 90’s the area is affected by severe nitrate contamination, mainly due 
to diffuse sources (agriculture and breeding). The industrial and civil contribution to 
groundwater contamination is less marked and mainly local. In the last years, the local 
presence of dumping sites and illegal wastes has been also recorded (Albanese et al., 
2015).  
 
3.1. Geological and hydrogeological setting 
The study area is located in the Volturno river plain (Fig. 3.2), in the northern sector 
of the Campanian Plain, that is, from a geological point of view, a deep subsiding graben 
(rate 1.5–2 mm/y, Brancaccio et al., 1995). The origin of the graben is the result of an 
extensional phase began in the Early Pleistocene (Brancaccio et al., 1991; Cinque et al., 
1993; Santangelo et al., 2017), that generated a fault systems (Fig. 3.2), trending NW - SE 
(parallel to the Apennine), or NE - SW (normal to the Apennine) and, to a lesser extent, 
in the longitudinal direction (SO). Along the faults, the Meso-Cenozoic carbonate units 
lowered at depths between 5,000 and 3,000 meters (Ippolito et al., 1973; AGIP, 1977; 
Ortolani & Aprile, 1985; Romano et al., 1994; Milia & Torrente, 1999; Cinque et al., 2000; 
Aprile et al., 2004). During the late Quaternary, a strong volcanic activity was registered 
in the Campanian coastal graben along the main tectonic faults, with the growth of the 
Roccamonfina, the Somma-Vesuvius and the Phleagrean Fields volcanoes (Oliveri, 1966; 
Ippolito et al., 1973; Rolandi et al., 2003).  
Therefore, the current stratigraphy of the Campanian Plain is the result of marine, 
fluvial, and volcanic processes. Marine-transitional deposits are the deepest ones, 
overlying directly the Mesozoic carbonate deposits (Ippolito et al., 1973; AGIP, 1977; 
Ortolani & Aprile 1985; Romano et al., 1994; Brancaccio et al., 1995; Bellucci, 1998; 
Aprile et al., 2004; Putignano et al., 2007, Santangelo et al., 2010). The products of the 
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intense volcanic activity of Phleagrean Fields and Vesuvius filled the plain. Some 
volcanic products, put in place over the last 39,000 years, are important stratigraphic 
markers. They are useful in achieving stratigraphic correlations between the units in the 
Plain.  
Campanian Ignimbrite (CI; also known as Grey Campanian Tuff) is the most 
widespread volcanic product across the Plain and it is located above transitional-marine 
deposits (Fig. 3.3). The CI extends over an area of about 30,000 km2, including the 
Volturno river plain (De Vivo et al., 2001; Corniello & Ducci, 2014) with thickness 
between 30 and 60 m (Budetta et al., 1993). The CI is absent close to the Volturno river, 
due to river erosion, and near the coast line (Corniello et al., 2010). 
 
 
Fig.3.3. Hydrogeological cross sections (mod. from Corniello & Ducci, 2014). Traces in Fig. 
3.2. 1) limestone, 2) arenaceous-clayey flysch, 3) old alluvial deposits, 4) old pyroclastics, 5) 
Campanian Ignimbrite (CI), 6) pyroclastic deposits a) and alluvial deposits b) with peat 
level (in black), 7) boreholes  
Almost everywhere the CI underlies younger alluvial and pyroclastic sediments and 
overlies Plio-Pleistocene pyroclastic, lacustrine, palustrine, and marine deposits 
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(numbers 3 and 4 in Fig. 3.3). The stratigraphic sequence rests on the depressed part of 
the carbonate platform which however has never been identified from the investigation 
carried out in a central part of the area (Budetta et al., 1993). In the Volturno River Plain 
the main aquifer is located in the alluvial, pyroclastic and marine porous sediments 
underlying the CI (Fig. 3.3).  
This aquifer is strongly related to the thickness and the physical characteristics 
(lithification, granulometry, amount of scoria, etc.) of CI, which plays, where present, the 
role of a semi-confining or confining bed. The groundwater is semi-confined almost 
everywhere in the southern sector and phreatic only near the coast. Along the Volturno 
river the CI is absent or very thin due to river erosion and there is a widespread 
presence of peat lenses that determines redox conditions ( section A-A’ Fig. 3.3).  
The average transmissivity of the main aquifer is about 10-2 – 10-3 m2/s, and the 
minimum values are identified along the Volturno river and in the coastal sector (10-4 up 
to 2 x 10-5 m2/s) and the storage coefficient is about S = 10-2 – 10-4 (Nicotera & Tonnetti, 
1972), these values confirm that the aquifer is confined or semi-confined. 
 
3.2. Piezometric pattern 
The piezometric surface indicates a general groundwater flow from the mountains (at 
east) towards the sea (west and south-west) (Fig. 3.2).  
Rainwater infiltration and groundwater outflows from Mesozoic limestone mountains 
and from volcanic adjacent aquifers contribute to the recharge of the aquifers of the 
plain. The conspicuous groundwater flow from adjacent aquifers is confirmed by 
(Corniello et al., 1990; Corniello & Ducci, 2014): 
1. the higher piezometric levels (around 24-26 m a.s.l., Fig. 3.2) at the piedmont 
area;  
2. the decrease of the r(Ca2+ + Mg2+)/r(Na+ + K+) ratio (see § 3.3) moving away 
from the carbonate mountains.  
In the period 1990-2005 in Campanian plain, a negative fluctuation of the water table 
was recorded, due to a decrease in rainfall. The coastal plains, bounded by massive 
carbonate and hydraulically connected to them, have been, in some cases, generalized 
lowering of the piezometric surface up to 6 m (Corniello & Ducci, 2004). 
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In relation to the local stratigraphy, there are local shallow aquifers of small thickness 
(Fig. 3.2). In the P-VLTRsx, the interaction between the main aquifer and the shallow one 
is very low, due the presence of impervious thick layers, and it occur in zones of normal 
faulting or where there are discontinuities in the CI (Corniello et al., 1990; Corniello & 
Ducci, 2009). 
 
3.3. Hydrochemical setting  
The hydrochemical pattern is linked with the groundwater flow pattern in the plain. 
Near the limestone mountains, where there is a conspicuous groundwater outflow (§ 
3.2), the r(Ca2+ + Mg2+)/r(Na+ + K+) ratio, and the HCO3− content are high, while along 
the coastal areas more alkaline conditions occur (Ducci et al., 2016).  
Hot springs and thermal areas testify the occurrence of a hydrothermal system, which 
strongly influence the groundwater features (Ducci & Sellerino, 2012). The Acerra 
mineralized area, with higher EC values, coincides with two mineralized spring 
discharge areas. Elsewhere, close to the limestone mountains, the EC values are about 
500–600 μS/cm increasing north of Capua, due to local inflows of highly mineralized 
waters (Corniello & Ducci, 2014). The origin of the mineralization (Maisonneuve & 
Risler, 1979; Schoeller & Schoeller, 1979; Corniello, 1996; Goldshschider et al., 2010) is 
due to the presence of important faults; along these tectonic lineaments, deep natural 
gases (chiefly CO2) rise and they increase the solubility of the carbonate rock. High EC 
values are also observed in the Phleagrean Fields aquifer, due to the interaction between 
deep volcanic fluids, fresh groundwater and sea water, and near the Volturno river 
mouth, due to saltwater intrusion (Corniello & Ducci, 2014). 
In the P-VLTRsx there are different types of “natural contamination” linked to volcanic 
formations such as high fluoride content (almost everywhere > 1.5 mg/l) and high 
arsenic content (close to the Phleagrean Fields). The high As values derive mainly from 
water–rock interaction, but they are favored, also in terms of mobility, by the presence 
of steam-heated groundwater (Aiuppa et al., 2003).  
Moreover, there is a widespread nitrate contamination, prevalently caused by 
intensive agricultural and livestock activities (Corniello et al., 2007). Nitrate leaching is 
particularly important in areas of intensive agriculture, where intensive irrigation and 
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fertilization are predominant (Candela et al., 2008). The prevalent land use in the study 
area, provided by the CORINE Land Cover inventory in Europe (CLC, 2012), is: 
 the level 2.1.1 i.e. “Not irrigated arable land” (in particular corresponding to 
the 4th level 2.1.1.1 i.e. “Arable land without dispersed vegetation”) that covers 
the 26% of the total area;  
 the level 2.1.2 i.e. ‘Permanently irrigated land’ (18% of the total area); 
 the level 2.4.2 i.e. ‘Complex cultivation patterns’ (18% of the total area). 
Last two classes of land use, that cover more than one third of the study area, require 
the use of fertilizers, chemical and natural ones (i.e. manure). Moreover, the use of 
manure is common due to the presence of buffalo farming in the study area, used in the 
production of “Mozzarella di Bufala”.  
Nitrate can also derive from feedlots, dairy and poultry farming, sewerage systems 
and septic tank drainages (Madison & Burnett, 1985), all present in the study area, 
having characteristics of mainly agricultural, but also urban and peri-urban 
environment. Studies using nitrogen and oxygen isotopes (δ15N-NO3, δ18O-NO3) have 
been conducted to better assess the types of sources and contributions of nitrate to the 
groundwater as well as the presence of denitrification processes (Clark & Fritz, 1997). In 
a part of the study area, located near the Acerra area (province of Napoli, Fig. 6.3) the 
δ15N-NO3, δ18O-NO3 were used to define the source of nitrates (Corniello & Ducci, 2009). 
The results of the isotopic analysis highlight the prevalence of nitrates of agricultural 
origin. 
During the PhD studies, on a limited number of groundwater points in the area, were 
also carried out sampling to perform isotopic analysis (Research project “Strumenti 
operativi di valutazione e controllo delle qualità dei sistemi agricoli della Piana Campana” 
By Campania Regional Authorities) to verify both the source of the high content of 
nitrates and the belonging of groundwater to the same groundwater basin. These 
samples, analyzed by the CIRCE laboratory (Department of Mathematics and Physics of 
the Second University of Naples), clearly indicate that the origin of the contamination by 
nitrates is linked prevalently to agricultural sources, and secondarily to septic waste 
(the sewerage system is absent in some cases). 
The lower nitrate content, close to the Volturno river, with low content in sulphates, 
respect to the typical hydrochemical facies, and high Fe and Mn concentrations are 
related to reducing conditions (Corniello et al., 2010; Ducci et al., 2016).  
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The intensive agricultural and livestock activities are also the cause of the high level 
of the nitrate risk contamination, while the vulnerability to contamination of the 
aquifers (Fig. 3.4) varies from low to moderate (Corniello et al., 2007). 
 
In the study area, some contaminated sites, called “Aree vaste”, are individuated 
during the drafting of the regional remediation plan “Piano regionale di bonifica dei siti 
inquinati della regione Campania”. The contaminated sites, defined by ARPAC, are waste 
landfills and storage sites. The contaminated sites that fall in the study area are: 
Maruzzella, Lo Uttaro and Masseria del Pozzo-Schiavi (Fig. 3.5). 
 
 
Fig. 3.4. Vulnerability map drawn up by SINTACS method(Civita & De Maio, 2000) of: a) 
main aquifer; b) shallow aquifer. (mod. from Corniello & Ducci, 2005) 
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Fig. 3.5. Location of contaminated sites, also called “Aree vaste”: 1) Maruzzella; 2) Lo Uttaro; 
3) “Masseria del Pozzo-Schiavi 
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4. METHODS 
4.1. The natural background levels 
4.1.1 Definitions 
 
The natural background level (NBL) of a substance or element in groundwater may 
be defined as “the concentration of a substance or the value of an indicator in a body of 
groundwater corresponding to no, or only very minor, anthropogenic alterations to 
undisturbed conditions” (Art. 2.5 of the GWDD). The NBL is the results of the interaction 
of different natural atmospheric, geological, chemical and biological processes during 
groundwater infiltration and circulation, and uninfluenced by human activities 
(Reimann & Garrett, 2005; Edmunds & Shand, 2008; Hinsby et al., 2008). Rainfall 
composition, water-gas-rock interactions in both vadose and saturated zone, exchanges 
with other water bodies and residence time also contribute to determine the 
groundwater natural composition (Fig. 4.1).  
 
 
Fig. 4.1. Atmospheric, geological, chemical and biological interaction processes during 
groundwater infiltration and circulation that contribute to determine the groundwater 
natural composition (WRON Alliance, 2006) 
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The concept of NBL is generally used to indicate a range of geochemical values that 
reflects the impact of natural biogeochemical processes on groundwater quality and 
comes originally from exploration geochemistry, where it was used to distinguish 
between natural concentrations and anomalies that could be indicative of either an ore 
occurrence or an anthropogenic impact (Hawkes & Webb, 1962). In order to 
differentiate between background and anomaly, the term ‘threshold’ was introduced 
corresponding to the upper limit of background variation (Reimann & Garrett, 2005) or, 
as for the European Commission, to refer to a groundwater quality standard for groups 
of pollutants and indicators of pollution, which have been identified as contributing to 
the characterization of groundwater bodies as being at risk (European Commission, 
2006). 
The term 'ambient background' has also been used to describe both the 
immeasurably perturbed and no longer pristine natural background or for a modified 
background in an area close to human activities (Reimann & Garrett, 2005), while the 
‘baseline’ concept is often used as an equivalent term to ‘natural background’ and it 
corresponds to a reference or starting level in order to quantify future changes. In 
Edmunds et al. (2003) the baseline concentration of a substance in groundwater is 
defined as “the concentration of a given element, species or chemical substance present 
in solution, which is derived from natural geological biological or atmospheric sources”.  
 
4.1.2 State of the art 
 
In the last two decades, several methods and approaches have been proposed.  
Geochemical methods are based on the analysis of groundwater samples collected in 
undisturbed conditions, i.e. samples from deeper aquifers (Muller et al., 2006), samples 
of ancient groundwaters or historical data collected in periods in which anthropogenic 
activities had a low impact (Griffioen et al., 2008). Typically the NBL is calculated as a 
fixed value (mean, median or 90th percentile) of the “undisturbed” population. The 
French Geological Survey (BRGM) proposed a method to determine the geochemical 
background of an aquifer, according to the level of knowledge about the physical system. 
The natural geochemical background is reconstructed by the correlation between 
geology and geochemical background, by defining the magnitude of the concentration of 
a particular substance on the basis of the lithology of the aquifer, or by analyzing 
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existing data and excluding indicators of anthropogenic contamination (Chery, 2006). 
Statistical methods aim to identify the natural background population from the 
sample data available. The identification of the natural background population can be 
made:  
 assuming a normal distribution (Matschullat et al., 2000; Gałuszka, 2007; 
Nakić et al. 2007, 2010; Urresti-Estala et al., 2013); 
 assuming log-normal distribution of the samples, e.g. in the component 
separation approach (Wendland et al., 2005; Molinari et al., 2012, 2014; 
Rotiroti, 2015); 
 with techniques that are not based on a priori hypothesis of normal or log-
normal distribution, e.g. probability plot (Sinclair, 1974; Tobías et al., 1997; 
Edmunds et al., 2003; Wendland et al., 2005; Panno et al.,2006; Walter, 2008; 
Morgenstern & Daughney, 2012; Potot et al., 2012; Preziosi et al., 2014; Zabala 
et al., 2016) or the pre-selection approach (Muller et al., 2006; Hinsby et al., 
2008; Wendland et al., 2008; Coetsiers et al., 2009; Ducci & Sellerino, 2012; 
Molinari et al., 2012; Rotiroti & Fumagalli, 2013; Preziosi et al., 2010, 2014).  
 
In Europe, the Background cRiteria for the IDentification of Groundwater thrEshold 
(BRIDGE) protocol (Muller et al. 2006) gives clear guidelines on criteria for establishing 
groundwater natural background level. The national approaches of France and 
Germany, and other local case study have been studied in order to develop a tiered 
approach for the derivation of pollutant threshold values for groundwater bodies in 
support of the Water Framework Directive (WFD) and the Groundwater Daughter 
Directive (GWDD).  
The BRIDGE project proposed, mainly, two methodologies for the assessment of the 
NBL in groundwater: the Component separation method (§ 4.4) and the Pre-selection 
criteria method (PS) (§ 4.5).  
The Bridge protocol was transposed in Italy by ISPRA (Bellucci et al., 2009). In the 
Italian protocol the probability plot method (§ 4.3), also was taken into account.  
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4.2. The NBLs assessment 
The workflow in Fig. 4.2 summarizes the procedure required in the NBL assessment, 
proposed by the ISPRA protocol (Bellucci et al., 2009) and inspired by the BRIDGE 
guidelines.  
 
 
Fig. 4.2. Workflow of the methodology to assess the NBL (Bellucci et al., 2009) 
 
4.2.1 Conceptual model 
 
 Generally, the definition of the NBL requires a preliminary hydrogeological study of 
the area in order to identify the conceptual model on the basis of which to conduct 
critical application of the methods described below. The geological and the 
hydrogeological background are important to identify the GWB boundaries and the 
presence of one or more aquifers in the GWB (in case of multilayered aquifer), as well as 
the interconnections between them. The NBL of an element must be assessed for the 
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whole GWB and for each aquifer, or for the aquifer of interest. The hydrochemical study 
of the area (§ 3.3) allows the identification the potential natural contamination, and to 
project the architecture of the database.  
Some graphical representation of the chemistry of the water samples can help the 
definition of the conceptual model. 
 
The Piper diagram (Piper, 1944) provides a quick graphical method of groundwater 
characterization in groups with homogeneous chemical and physical characteristics. It 
consists of two equilateral triangles: the left triangle represents the cations (Ca2+, Na+ + 
K+, Mg2+), the right one the anions (HCO3-+ CO2-, Cl-, SO42-). Each vertex represents the 
100 percent of a selected ion or group of ions (respect to the total concentration of the 
cationic or anionic group, expressed in meq/L). The triangles are surmounted by a 
diamond-shaped field. The points plotted in the central diamond-shaped field are 
originated by the projection of the points plotted in the anion and cation triangles (Fig. 
4.3).  
 
 
Fig. 4.3. Piper diagram (Piper, 1944). 1) chloride - calcium sulfate - magnesium water, 2) sodic 
and potassic chloride or sodium sulfate water, 3) bicarbonate alkaline water, 4) bicarbonate 
calcium and magnesium water 
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It is important to consider that one point in the diamond can represent different 
waters (Celico, 1988): i) in terms of different content of SO4 2- + Cl- and Ca2+ + Mg2+ along 
the projection line (the check of the position of the points in the two triangles can solve 
this problem) or ii) in terms of more mineralized waters with the same proportional 
content (being a percentage). The advantage of this diagram is to offer a possibility to 
draw together a lot of analysis and to have a first, but rough, characterization and 
differentiation of the different waters. Within the diamond, waters can be divided into 
four groundwater types by splitting the main diagram in four smaller diamond shapes 
(Fig. 4.3): 1) the uppermost diamond : chloride - calcium sulfate - magnesium waters, 2) 
the right diamond: sodic and potassic chloride or sodium sulfate waters, 3) the bottom 
diamond: bicarbonate alkaline waters, 4) the left diamond: bicarbonate calcium and 
magnesium waters.  
 
The Schoeller diagram is a semi-logaritmic diagram. The main ionic concentrations 
(Ca, Mg, Na+K, Cl, SO4, HCO3) expressed as meq/l, are plotted on six equally spaced 
logarithmic scales and the points so plotted are then joined by straight lines (Bowen, 
1986). This diagram gives the absolute concentration of each ion and the straight lines 
also gives the ratio between two ions in the same sample. In addiction the diagram gives 
the concentration differences among various analyses of groundwater or it highlights 
the similarity among various analyses. 
 
4.2.2. Data base organization and analysis 
 
The large amount of stratigraphic, piezometric and chemical data must be organized 
in such a way to be used for the subsequent analysis of the data. The Geographic 
Information Systems (GIS) are very powerful tools for storage, manipulation, analysis 
and visualization of environmental spatial data.  
 
The methodologies for assessing the NBLs are mainly based on a statistical approach. 
The statistical analysis requires a minimum of samples, in according to the boundary 
conditions, e.g. the extension of the GWB, the spatial distribution of the values; typically 
the sample size must be greater than 10 (Bartolucci et al., 2009). The number of samples 
can change from the initial database because of some necessary revisions to the 
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application of the methods. First of all, samples with incorrect ionic balance (error 
exceeding 10%) and unknown depth (or information about the aquifer of interest) 
should be removed. Some pre-selection criteria can be applied in order to identify the 
natural population (§ 4.5).  
 
If the samples size is adequate to the application of the methodology, the data set is 
subjected to analysis.  
 
The constituents with values lower than the detection limits (DL) have been treated 
considering a value lower than the DL, equal to DL – x, where x is proportional to DL, as 
suggested by Bartolucci et al. (2009). In § 6.2 (Tab. 6.1) will be reported the correction 
for each case. Since the chemical data collection comprises analyses from different 
analytical laboratories, with different detection limits, the adopted method can generate 
different values. This simple substitution can produce biased estimates of summary and 
descriptive statistics (Lopaka & Helsel, 2007). 
 
The identification of outliers is an important step in the assessment of the NBLs. The 
outliers are those values of a data set that are not representative of the data set as a 
whole. However, in general, these extreme values can be "real outlier" or "false outlier". 
As for outliers, Bartolucci et al. (2009) say: "Outliers […] are not representative because, 
in general, they are quantitatively a very small number and qualitatively they assume of 
very large or very small values compared to the rest of the data set. In the environmental 
field […], generally very high concentration values correspond to the peaks (hot spots) 
local concentration. However, in general, these extreme values can be "real outlier" or 
"false outlier". The former can result from transcription errors, data encryption or any 
inefficiency of the tools of the data collection system. The second are those real extreme 
values, often present in this type of investigation especially, as already said, in the 
environmental field. The removal of the second ones and / or the non-removal of the first 
ones can lead to a mistaken view of the data set (U.S. EPA, 2000). It is crucial to take into 
account and therefore not remove "false outlier" from the data set (U.S. EPA, 2002). If the 
data set available it has already been validated automatically excludes the presence of real 
outlier ". About the decision of excluding the outliers from the data set, Bartolucci et al. 
(2009) say: "This decision can take place only if it is possible to accompany the results of 
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statistical tests [...] with a valid scientific justification".  
 
A good way of identifying outliers, and in general graphically representing the data 
set of concentration of a specific ion, is the box and whisker plot (here and after “box 
plot”). The box plot is used to visually summarize and compare groups of data. The box 
plot (Fig. 4.4) uses the median, the first and the third quartiles, and the lowest and 
highest data points to convey the level, spread, and symmetry of a distribution of data 
values. It can also be easily refined to identify outlier data values. The minimum is the 
smallest value in the data set, and the maximum is the largest value in the data set. The 
quartiles of a ranked set of data values are the three points that divide the data set into 
four equal groups: each group comprises a quarter of the data. A quartile is a type of 
quantile. The first quartile (Q1) is defined as the middle number between the smallest 
number and the median of the data set. The second quartile (Q2) is the median of the 
data. The third quartile (Q3) is the middle value between the median and the highest 
value of the data set.  
 
 
Fig. 4.4. Box and Whisker Plot. Q1: first quartile; Q3: third quartile 
 
The body of the boxplot consists of a "box" (hence, the name), which goes from the 
first quartile (Q1) to the third quartile (Q3). Within the box, a horizontal line is drawn at 
the Q2, the median of the data set. Two vertical lines, called whiskers, extend from the 
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front and back of the box. The front whisker goes from Q1 to the minimum, and the back 
whisker goes from Q3 to the maximum. To determine whether or not outliers are 
present, the Interquartile Range (IQR) is calculated; IQR is found by subtracting Q3 – Q1; 
then multiply IQR by 1.5. Add this amount to the value of Q3 and subtract this amount 
from Q1. This gives you a wider boundary around the median than the box does. Any 
data points that fall outside this boundary are determined to be outliers (Fig. 4.4). 
 
4.2.3. The adopted methodologies 
 
The final purpose is to identify the probability distribution which best 
approximates the available data set.  
The identification of the type of distribution that best approximates the data sample 
is used to define the most appropriate statistical descriptors and to estimate the NBL. 
 In this study three statistical methods for assessing the NBLs were considered: 
a. the “Probability plot” method (PP); 
b.  the “Component separation” by concentration distribution analysis (CS).  
c. the “Pre-selection criteria” method (PS). 
Statistical methods are chosen because they are more suitable for aquifer subject to 
sever anthropogenic impacts, or highly contaminated, or under peculiar hydrogeological 
conditions.  
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4.3. Probability Plot  
The probability plot method (PP) is grounded on the hypothesis that diverse 
phenomena generate statistically distinguished populations (Edmunds et al., 2003; 
Wendland et al., 2005; Walter, 2008; Panno et al., 2006). To derive the limits between 
populations, data are plotted on a probability scale (Fig. 4.5). Generally are used both 
normal and lognormal plots.  
The hypothesis that background population of the geochemical data has a lognormal 
distribution is prevalent in many scientific papers (Sinclair, 1974; Wendland et al., 2005, 
Masetti et al., 2009; Molinari et al., 2012 and others), although other distributions are 
often claimed. Normal distribution is proposed by e.g. Wendland et al. (2005) and 
Molinari et al. (2012) for the “influenced population” possibly related to anthropogenic 
contamination, even if it is not always true (Reimann & Filzmoser, 2000) as reported in 
§ 4.4. 
 
 
Fig. 4.5. Probability plot (mod. from Bartolucci et al., 2009) 
 
 
Threshold 
Background 
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Probability plots allow displaying the data and graphically observing the main trends, 
discontinuities, and outliers. In a probability plot (also called a "Q-Q plot"), the sorted 
data are plotted vs. values selected to make the resulting image look close to a straight 
line if the data are approximately normally (or lognormally) distributed. 
Deviations from a straight line suggest departures from normality (or lognormality) 
and a possible limit between natural and influenced concentrations (NBLPP), but they 
could also mark natural variation of geochemical facies as well or a local geochemical 
anomaly (Preziosi et al., 2014). Several types of geochemical reaction can alter 
distributions by removing or limiting concentrations in solution including redox 
processes, adsorption onto solid mineral phases and saturation with respect to minerals 
which will limit the solubility of one or more elements (Edmunds et al., 2003).  
 
4.4. Component separation method  
The component separation (CS) method assumed that the observed frequency 
distribution (PDFobs) of the concentration (X) of a given environmental parameter may 
be expressed by the superposition of two distribution functions (Fig. 4.6): the natural 
component and the influenced component (Molinari et al., 2012; 2014; Wendland et al., 
2005; Muller et al., 2006).  
The PDFobs (in green in Fig. 4.6) is not known a priori but it is possible to assume that: 
the natural process are well described by the lognormal frequency distribution (PDFlogn 
in blue in Fig. 4.6), whereas the anthropogenic component should usually follow a 
normal frequency distribution (PDFnorm in red in Fig. 4.6) because the concentration 
patterns originating from direct inputs from the soil are more or less proportional to the 
inputs into the soil. 
The assumption that the natural component is represented by a log-normal 
distribution is not always true (Reimann & Filzmoser, 2000), as reported, for example, 
by Molinari et al. (2014) who identified a normal distribution of SO4 concentration 
frequency attributable to the natural process of seawater intrusion. 
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Fig. 4.6. Basic approach of separating the natural and influenced component from an 
observed groundwater concentration pattern (Muller et al., 2006) 
 
The PDFobs is given by the sum of these two known distribution mixed by a parameter 
of partition p [0,1]:  
 
𝑃𝐷𝐹𝑜𝑏𝑠(𝑋) = 𝑝 ⋅ 𝑃𝐷𝐹𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑛(𝑋) + (1 − 𝑝) ⋅ 𝑃𝐷𝐹𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚(𝑋)                         [1] 
 
The CS allows to use the whole data set for NBL assessment (as in PP) because no 
criteria for identifying the anthropogenic component are needed (as required by PS), but 
it means that a large data set is required for the application of this methodology. 
Moreover proper tools of statistical analysis are required by the operator (instead of PS 
method). 
 
A MATLAB® algorithm (§4.7) called COMPSEC was developed to estimate the NBLs 
using the CS approach (Rotiroti et al., 2015). The algorithm calculates the PDFmod (equal 
to PDFobs as defined in Eq. [1]) by estimating the following parameters through 
maximum likelihood estimation (MLE):  
 the mixing factor p;  
 the mean and the standard deviation of PDFlogn (µlog, σlog);  
 the mean the standard deviation of PDFnorm (µnorm, σnorm). 
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The MLE is performed by varying the initial value of p from 0 to 1 with an iterative 
procedure. For each solution, the NBLcs is valued as the cumulative density function 
(CDF) at 90% of the log-normal component (a conversion of PDF into CDF is applied) 
and the goodness of fit (R2 and RMSE) is calculated by applying an ordinary least square 
(OLS) (Fig. 4.7). 
 
 
Fig. 4.7. Workflow of the COMPSEC (Rotiroti et al., 2015). The frequency distribution 
of chemical concentrations of each species (X) is modeled as a mixture of normal 
and log-normal distributions by maximum likelihood estimation (MLE)  
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4.5. Pre-selection criteria 
As a general rule, frequency distributions of groundwater samples result from the 
superposition of background populations, reflecting long term natural conditions and 
not influenced by human activities, and one or more anomalies, caused by impacts of 
natural (e.g. reducing conditions, soil mineralization) or anthropogenic. Thus, a 
reasonable procedure of determining natural background values consists in filtering out 
the anomalous fraction and consists in determining the distribution parameters for the 
remaining background population.  
The pre-selection method (PS) proposes to remove from the initial data set those 
samples which are characterized by markers of human activities (e.g. organic 
compounds, nitrate, and nitrite). The samples which do not show evidence of 
anthropogenic inputs may be considered as original groundwater and used to assess the 
NBL for the GWB (Hinsby et al., 2008).  
The preselection methods are appropriate to derive NBLs, especially for large-scale 
considerations. They require ‘‘no deeper knowledge’’ about statistical analysis, and they 
can be applied by non-experts and to groundwater bodies, for which only few samples 
are available (Wendland et al. 2005). 
The PS method adopted in this study follows the BRIDGE guidelines (Muller et. al., 
2006) and the Italian protocol developed by the ISPRA Institute - Italian Institute for 
Environmental Protection and Research - (Bartolucci et al., 2009) with some 
modifications due to the GWB peculiarities (explained in the chapter 3). The data set 
was selected applying the following criteria:  
1. Data from hydrothermal aquifers should be removed. 
2. Data from salty aquifers (coastal or influenced by evaporites), i.e. with [NA+]+[Cl-
]>1000 mg/l, were removed. Salty aquifers must be considered as a separate. 
3. Samples with NO3>50 mg/l (or NO3 content unknown/not available) are 
removed. The threshold value of the nitrate, proposed by the BRIDGE guidelines 
and set as 10 mg/l, could not be used because it would have led to the exclusion 
of almost all the sampling points, due to the intensive farming of the study area 
and to the consequent diffuse groundwater contamination by nitrates (see 
chapters 2 and 3). It was considered appropriate to raise the threshold value of 
nitrate to the EU Drinking Water Standard (98/83/EC7; DWD, 1998), equal to 50 
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mg/l (Preziosi et al., 2010; 2014; Ducci and Sellerino, 2012).  
4. Data with presence of other anthropogenic contaminants (e.g. benzene or 
pesticides) were removed. 
5. Data of aquifers under both, oxidizing and reducing conditions, were separated. 
This can be done using the oxygen content: >= 1 mg/l O2 for aerobic and < 1 mg/l 
O2 for anaerobic groundwater. If no reliable O2 data are available, Fe(II) and Mn 
(II) concentrations may be used for separating aerobic groundwater instead. The 
separation of oxidizing (ox) versus reducing (red) samples was performed using 
the following criteria: 
 if Mn ≥50 µg/l and Fe ≥200 µg/l, the sample is classified as “red” 
 if Mn <50 µg/l and Fe <200 µg/l, the sample is classified as “ox” 
 otherwise, the sample was classified “ox” or “red” on the basis of some 
chemical or geological features, as a low content of NO3 (and/or a content 
of NO2) or as the presence of peat levels, that can indicate reducing 
conditions.  
In this case additional PS should be used: samples with NH4 >0.5 mg/l in reducing 
conditions were discarded (Wendland et al., 2008). 
6. All the data available can be used (no restriction on the time series to consider) 
but time series should be eliminated by median averaging (in order to guarantee 
that all sampling sites contribute equally to the NBL derivation). After this data 
processing only one representative groundwater analysis remains for all the 
remaining monitoring stations. 
7. Limits quantification cannot be too high for traces elements. In particular, limits 
quantification equal to drinking water standards DWS should be removed. 
 
Normality, or log-normality, of the selected data set was verified first of all observing 
the linear pattern displayed by a plot of the quantiles (Q-Q plot) suggests approximate 
goodness-of-fit for the selected distribution. Significant and obvious jumps and breaks in 
a Q-Q plot (for any distribution) are indications of the presence of more than one 
population. In addition to informal graphical normal and lognormal Q-Q plots, formal 
Goodness-of-Fit test are also needed to test the normality or lognormality of the data set. 
Shapiro & Wilk (S-W) Test (1965) is a test used for samples of size smaller than or equal 
to 50 (<= 50). The Lilliefors Test (1967) has no applicable upper limit for the sample. 
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Once it was verified that the pre-selected data set represents a single population, 
through the analysis of the QQ-plots and the Shapiro & Wilk (S-W) Test (1965) or the 
Lilliefors Test (1967), then the calculation of the percentiles was performed in order to 
evaluate the NBL. 
The NBLPS is assumed to be represented by the 90th percentile of the remaining data 
(Hinsby et al., 2008; Muller et al., 2006; Griffioen et al., 2008; Wendland et al. 2008; 
Rotiroti, 2015; Ducci et al., 2016). For iron and manganese, the NBLPS were calculated 
for reducing and oxidizing conditions because these are redox-sensitive elements in 
groundwater, being soluble in their reduced form but forming insoluble oxy-hydroxides 
under oxidizing conditions (Shand & Edmunds, 2008; Ducci et al., 2016). In the case of 
arsenic, the NBL was calculated for the whole data set due to the observation that redox 
conditions in these case studies were not affecting the concentration distribution of this 
metalloid (Ducci et al., 2016). Similarly, redox controls can be important in influencing 
As mobilization, through reductive dissolution and sorption to Fe oxyhydroxides 
(Carraro et al., 2013; 2015). The control of arsenic occurrence in volcanic environment 
is discussed very deeply in Preziosi et al. (2014) and in Smedley et al. (2002).  
Preziosi et al. (2014), assert that sometimes arsenic does not show any correlation 
with iron, manganese nor with the observed redox potentials, because it is not coming 
from the desorption from Fe-Mn-oxy-hydroxides but rather from the water – volcanic 
rock  interaction in oxidizing conditions. Smedley et al. (2002), studying high arsenic in a 
South-American aquifer in oxidizing conditions, have found that As correlates positively 
with pH, alkalinity, F and V in ascribed arsenic release to desorption from metal oxides 
including Mn and Fe oxides, but also to weathering of primary silicate minerals and 
accessory minerals such as apatite coming from volcanic ash, which could be also the 
case of the study area. 
Therefore, “red” and “ox” NBL values were calculated for Fe and Mn, but not for As, 
where NBL was calculated for the whole data set. 
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4.6. Probability map 
4.6.1. Indicator kriging 
 
Kriging geostatistical algorithms allow the construction of models of random 
distribution variables, which are used to assume the attribute’s values and to estimate 
the uncertainties associated to such values (Goovaerts, 1997; Deutsch & Journel, 1998). 
Kriging takes into account the stochastic dependence among the data, that is a result of a 
geological process, which could have possibly acted over a large area over geological 
time scales (e.g. sedimentation in large basins) or in fairly small domains for only a short 
time (e.g. peat sedimentation). Geological characteristics that were formed in a slow and 
steady geological environment are better correlated to each other than if they were 
results of an often abruptly changing geological process (Marinoni, 2003). Groundwater 
quality data (physic-chemical parameters, major constituents or contaminant 
concentrations) often show high variability in small distances. Otherwise, data can 
rarely be considered as uncorrelated in space and/or time. The detection of the patterns 
of spatial correlation is fundamental to better characterize the physical phenomena and 
it allows an adequate spatial interpolation (Ducci et al., 2016). 
The most common geostatistical tool to model the spatial correlation is the variogram 
(Journel, 1987). It allows the quantitative representation of variation of a parameter in 
space. The variogram function y(h) is determined from the sample set, by: 
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where Z(xi) and Z(xi+h) are the values of the variable Z measured in the points xi and 
xi+h, respectively, and n(h) denotes the number of pairs of points separated by a lag h.  
The experimental variogram functions must be fitted by theoretical models and cross 
validated with experimental data. The most widely used is the spherical model 
expressed by the following equations: 
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where C is the sill (in most of the cases is equal to the sample variance) and a is the 
range, a distance beyond which the variable is uncorrelated. 
In some cases we need to add a 2nd structure, the nugget effect C0, to take into 
account the sampling errors and the short scale variability i.e. spatial variation within 
distances smaller than the sample spacing, C0 is estimated by the discontinuity in the 
origin of the experimental variogram. 
Indicator kriging (Journel,1983) is a kriging analysis based on data transformed from 
continuous values to binary values, giving 0 to all values below or equal to the threshold 
value and 1 to the remaining values (higher than). Threshold levels can be associated 
either to characteristic values (DWD, 1998) and referred hereby as ‘REF’ (or the NBL 
values for each ion) or to certain statistical percentiles of the original data.  
The new variable IZc (where Zc is the user-defined threshold value) is build according 
to the expression:  
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The Indicator Kriging results are then values between 0 and 1, representing the 
probability that the estimated value in an unknown location exceeds the user-defined 
threshold value Zc.  
All experimental variograms and maps were done in Surfer 11 (Golden Software, LLC 
§4.7), belonging to Department of Department of Civil, Constructional and 
Environmental Engineering (DICEA) of University of Naples Federico “II”. 
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4.6.2. Cross validation 
 
Given the known values at N observation locations in the original data set, cross 
validation, also called “leave-one-out method” allows you to assess the relative quality of 
the grid by computing and investigating the gridding errors (Isaaks & Srivastava, 1989; 
Kitanidis, 1997; Olea, 1999; Chiles & Delfiner, 2009).  
The cross validation process was done using the software Surfer. 
The error is calculated by removing the first observation from the data set, and using 
the remaining data and the specified algorithm (Kriging) to interpolate a value at the 
first observation location. Using the known observation value at this location, the 
interpolation error is computed as: 
error = predicted value − observed value 
Then, the first observation is inserted into the data set and the second observation is 
removed from the data set. The interpolation error is computed as before.  
The second observation is put back into the data set and the process is continued in 
this way for the third, fourth, fifth observations, etc., all the way through up to and 
including observation N, the last observation in the data file. This process generates N 
interpolation errors. Various statistics computed for the errors can be used as a 
quantitative, objective measure of quality for the gridding method. 
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4.7 Software used 
All statistical and graphical processing, as well as the Normality or Lognormality 
Tests (Shapiro–Wilk test and Lilliefors Test), will be done with the help of software 
ProUCL, a free software package developed by the Environmental Protection Agency 
(EPA). It is a comprehensive statistical software package with statistical methods and 
graphical tools to address many environmental sampling and statistical issues (Singh et 
al., 2010). 
 
Variograms and probability maps were done in Surfer 11 (Golden Software, LLC). 
Surfer is a contouring and 3D surface mapping software program. Surfer software’s 
provides sophisticated interpolation (e.g. kriging) and gridding methods and control 
over gridding parameters, including customized variograms. Moreover, the software 
allows producing publication quality maps. 
 
For the CS approach, a MATLAB function called COMPSEC was used. MATLAB is a 
high-performance language for technical computing. It integrates computation, 
visualization, and programming in an single environment. It 
allows matrix manipulations (basic data element is an array), plotting of functions and 
data, implementation of algorithms, creation of user interfaces, and interfacing with 
programs written in other languages, including C, C++, C#, Java, Fortran and Python. In 
fact, MATLAB features a family of application-specific solutions called toolboxes that are 
comprehensive collections of MATLAB functions (M-files) that extend the MATLAB 
environment to solve particular classes of problems.  
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5. HYDROCHEMICAL DATA 
Hydrochemical data, collected for the study area refer to the main aquifer because 
those of shallow groundwater would be elaborated separately and they are insufficient 
to enable any statistical approach. The data has been organized in a database GIS, in 
which were stored information about location of the samples (coordinate were 
homogenized in the UTM-33N coordinate system), depth of the well (or aquifer of 
interest), and physical and chemical information. 
The monitoring network is constituted by private wells mainly for agricultural use 
and secondarily for industrial supply and urban needs. The presence of more aquifers 
overlapped can be a problem when there is a lack of information about the construction 
scheme, and especially about the position of the well screen. In order to solve this 
problem and to select only the sample points from the main aquifer (located below the 
CI), GIS tools were used to select wells on the basis of their location and their depth. the 
depth of the well, or piezometer, was compared to the depth of the top of the confining 
layer (i.e. CI, Fig. 5.1). The top of the CI was reconstructed interpolating 216 boreholes, 
belonging to the database of the DICEA. 
 
 
Fig. 5.1. Depth of the top of the Campanian Ignimbrite (m) and digital terrain model with a 
cell size 20 m (source: Campania Region) of the study area 
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This method allowed the elimination of the wells drawing water only from the upper 
shallow aquifer, but it does not exclude the possibility of considering water of both, the 
shallow aquifer and the deep one, if the well screen is extended to the whole length. 
The data set is composed by 129 water samples (Fig. 5.2), collected in two different 
temporal range (2003-2006 and 2014-2016) with different purposes, prevalently for 
research and water resources management.  
The chemical elements chosen for the application of the methodologies are arsenic, 
fluoride, iron and manganese, because of their diffuse presence in the study area, linked 
to the geological nature of the soils and/or to natural processes. The nitrate content is 
crucial in the application of the pre-selection criteria method.  
The goodness of the data set was verified by checking that for each chemical analysis 
the ionic balance had an error less than 10%, as required by the methodologies (§ 4.2.2). 
 
 
Fig. 5.2. Groundwater samples data set (see § 5.1 and § 5.2) 
 
  
Tab. 5.1. Main statistical measure of the whole data set for the ions of interest 
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NO3 mg/l 128 0.01 148.1 41.91 11.5 42 61.9 1078 32.83 0.82 0.714 0.783 
As µg/l 107 0.34 112 6.127 1 3.6 97.78 162.9 12.76 6.3 46.94 2.083 
F µg/l 127 300 3800 1610 9 1500 74.83 380738 617 1.093 2.012 0.383 
Mn µg/l 128 0.05 6412 479.1 40.9 6 93.6 1446687 1203 2.939 8.408 2.511 
Fe µg/l 122 0.06 7428 412.2 1.9 20 5.5 1441620 1201 4.133 18.88 2.913 
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5.1. The historical data set  
The hydrogeochemical setting was defined on the basis of 66 samples (black points in 
Fig. 5.2) collected between 2003 and 2006 (Autorità di Bacino della Campania Nord-
occidentale, 2004; Adamo et al., 2007). The water samples were collected with several 
methods/instruments at different times and analyzed in two laboratories (Department 
of Chemical Sciences of University of Naples “Federico II” –DCS- and ARPAC - Regional 
Agency for Environmental Protection of Campania). 
All the samples had been analyzed on site for temperature, pH, and electrical 
conductivity. Afterwards, the water samples were pre-washed and stored in PE bottles. 
For trace element analysis and Fe and Mn content analysis in 2006 the polyethylene 
bottles were previously washed several times with 2% nitric acid to avoid the successive 
release of trace components from the PE bottles. Then, they were acidified respectively 
with ultrapure HNO3 (0.5 ml) and pure HNO3 (2 ml). Once in the laboratory, the samples 
were analyzed for free CO2 and major ions (Na+, K+, Ca2+, Mg2+, F−, Cl−, SO42−, HCO3−, 
NO3−). Moreover, a great number of samples were tested more extensively, analyzing 
more ions (Al, As, Ba, Cd, Co, Cr, Cu, F, Fe, Mn, NH4, NO2, Ni, Pb, Sb, Sn, Sr, U, V, Zn). In the 
laboratory, major and minor elements were analyzed by ion chromatography and mass 
spectrometry on samples unfiltered and stored at 4 °C (Corniello and Ducci, 2014).  
 
5.2. The new data set 
In the last two year (2014-2016) 63 water samples were collected in the framework 
of two project: 40 samples for the LIFE+ ECOREMED project (orange points in Fig. 5.2), 
23 for the research project “Strumenti operativi di valutazione e controllo delle qualità 
dei sistemi agricoli della Piana Campana” by Regione Campania (magenta points in Fig. 
5.2). In the last project, I personally followed the collection of the water samples, as well 
as to in situ measurement of certain physical parameters (temperature, pH, 
conductivity) and piezometric level (with a phreatimeter), and their consignment in the 
laboratory (DCS) for the chemical analysis.  
Samples were analyzed for basic physic-chemical parameters (T, pH, conductivity), 
major ions (Mg, Ca, K, Na, Cl, NOx, HCO3, SO4, NH4, NO3) and additional parameters (Al, 
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Ag, As, B, Ba, Be, Cd, Co, Cr, Cu, F, Fe, Li, Mn, NH4, NO2, Ni, Pb, Sb, Sn, Se, Te, V, Zn).   
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6. RESULTS 
6.1.  Data analysis 
6.1.1. Piper diagram and Schoeller diagram 
 
Groundwater type is dependent on many factors, like lithological characteristics of 
the aquifers, retention time and flow pattern. In order to recognize the dominant water 
type through the aquifer and to better identify the distribution of the water facies on the 
area, the Piper diagram and the Schoeller diagrams were used (§4.2.1).  
The Piper diagram (Fig. 6.1a) shows that groundwater of the study area are mainly 
bicarbonate calcium waters. A smaller group of samples falls in the sub-diamond, where 
there are bicarbonate-alkaline waters. However, in the first triangle on the left, the half 
part of the samples fall in the mixed waters portion. The position of the samples in the 
Piper diagram agrees with the origin of these waters, coming by underflow from the 
carbonate aquifers, but also leaching pyroclastic sediments (§ 3.3). 
 
 
Fig. 6.1a. Representation of the sample data set in the Piper diagram 
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The Schoeller diagram was drawn up for each sample and subsequently grouped by 
equivalent facies. In Fig. 6.1b the facies identified thanks to Schoeller diagrams are 
represented. Moreover, an illustrative delimitation of the areas, with the corresponding 
diagram, has been represented. 
The predominant facies is the type "a", corresponding to calcium bicarbonate waters 
(coming from the carbonate reliefs) enriched in alkaline ions to the effect of leaching of 
volcanic rocks (alluvial pyroclastics deposits). This facies was also detected by the Piper 
diagram. 
 
 
Fig. 6.1b. Map of the groundwater facies according to Schoeller diagrams 
 
Behind the Volturno River the predominant facies is present but with a strong 
reduction in sulphate content coupled with high HCO3 (facies type "b"). This 
modification is due to the predominantly presence of reducing sectors in the aquifer. 
Because of the closeness of the Volturno River to the sectors, the reducing conditions are 
mainly due to the widespread and detected occurrence of peaty lenses straddles the 
river (Fig. 3.3, section A-A ').  
In the southeast part of the study area, the groundwaters (facies type “c”) have been 
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probably influenced by  the presence of a mineralized area, with presence of springs, in 
the municipalities of Acerra and Cancello (Corniello & Ducci, 2014 – Fig. 6.1b). The 
origin of the mineralization (as well explained in §3.3) is due to the proximity of 
important faults and upwelling, along these tectonic lineaments, of deep natural gases 
(mainly CO2). Because of the mineralization, this facies can be more or less rich in 
sulfates (type c1 and c2). 
Along the coastal area, the facies “d” is clearly influenced by a saltwater intrusion; 
that phenomenon spreads until the Volturno river mouth (Fig. 6.1b), where the 
saltwater, lying in the deepest part of the riverbed, can propagates inland, through the 
alluvial deposits, due the effects of the groundwater withdrawals. 
 
6.1.2. Box plot  
 
Box plots are useful for identifying outliers and for comparing distributions. In Tab. 
5.1 the statistical measures useful for the construction of the box plot are reported (first 
and third quartiles, median, minimum and maximum values). For the construction of the 
box plot refer to § 4.2.2.  
In Fig. 6.2 the box plots are shown for the ions of interest: fluoride, arsenic, iron and 
manganese.  
The distributions are compared with the law reference value (REF) as indicated in 
D.lgs. 31/2001, transposition of the Council Directive 98/83/EC (European Commission, 
1998). The discussion of the box plots will be carried out, ion by ion, in the following 
paragraphs. 
 
6.1.3. Arsenic and fluoride  
 
The hydrogeochemical map in Fig. 6.3 shows the arsenic concentrations in the study 
area. The contours are drawn up by interpolating the “historical data set” (§ 5.1) with 
Inverse Distance Weighting (IDW) method. The contamination is low: the values are 
below the reference value (10 µg/l in D.lgs. 31/2001), except for some extreme value 
(outliers), whose origin should be verified (see the box plot in Fig. 6.2). The arsenic 
contamination generally is associated with industrial activities or the use of pesticides, 
but it can be correlated also to the closeness with the Phleagrean Field area (Fig. 3.2), 
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where the amount of As in groundwater is very high and of natural origin (Ducci & 
Sellerino, 2012). The comparison (Fig. 6.3a) between the interpolated historical values 
(§ 5.1), and the new collected data (§ 5.2) show that in the last 10 years significant 
change has not occurred, except for some spots in which probably the contamination 
occurs. 
The fluoride contamination is widespread in the study area, as shown by 
hydrogeochemical map in Fig. 6.3b. The range of values is huge, with concentrations far 
above the reference value (1500 µg/l in D.lgs. 31/2001), as evidenced by the presence of 
outliers in the box plot in Fig. 6.2. The contamination has a natural origin (Ducci et al., 
2016), closely related to the pyroclastic deposits constituting the main aquifer (§ 3.1). 
The comparison (Fig. 6.3b) between the historical values (§ 5.1), interpolated in order to 
draw up concentration contours with the IDW method, and the new collected data (§ 
5.2) shows that in the last 10 years significant change has not occurred. 
 
6.1.4. Iron and manganese 
 
The situation for iron and manganese is more complex. The presence of iron and 
manganese in concentrations over the reference values (for Fe 200 µg/l and for Mn 50 
µg/l), as shown in the hydrogeological maps in Fig. 6.4, and a large number of outliers in 
box-plots in Fig. 6.2, is due to natural causes (Kehew, 2001; Matthess, 1982). Reducing 
conditions and/or the hydro-mineral areas are present in the sector near the Volturno 
River and in some sectors near Acerra (NA) (Corniello et al. 2010; Corniello & Ducci, 
2014; § 3.3). Nevertheless, it is not possible to exclude an anthropogenic input.  
The historical data set (§ 5.1), interpolated with IDW method in order to draw up 
concentration contours, and the new collected data (§ 5.2) have been compared in Fig. 
6.4. The figure show that in the last 10 years significant change has not occurred, except 
for some spots in which probably the contamination occurs. 
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Fig. 6.2. Box plot of fluoride, arsenic, ion and manganese data set (concentrations in 
µg/l). REF = reference value. Statistical measures (quartiles, minimum and maximum 
values) and sample size in Tab. 5.1 
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Fig. 6.3. Geochemical map of the a) arsenic and b) fluoride. Comparison between the 
contours of historical concentration values (Autorità di Bacino della Campania Nord-
occidentale, 2004; Adamo et al., 2007) and new groundwater data points acquired (2014-
2016). In red groundwater points with an increase in the ionic content, in green the 
groundwater points with a decrease, in yellow groundwater points without significant 
changes. 
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Fig. 6.4. Geochemical map of the a) iron and b) manganese. Comparison between the 
contours of historical concentration values (Autorità di Bacino della Campania Nord-
occidentale, 2004; Adamo et al., 2007) and new groundwater data points acquired (2014-
2016). In red groundwater points with an increase in the ionic content, in green the 
groundwater points with a decrease, in yellow groundwater points without significant 
changes. 
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6.2. The natural background assessment  
The natural background levels were assessed for arsenic, fluoride, iron and 
manganese by using three different methods: probability plot (PP) method, pre-
selection criteria method (PS) and, component separation (CS) method, deeply 
described at chapter 4.  
The data set, composed by 129 water samples, was preliminarily treated to make data 
uniform and consistent, as reported in § 4.2.2. In particular, the concentrations below 
the detection limit (DL) were treated considering a value lower than the DL, equal to DL 
– x, where x is proportional to DL (Tab. 6.1). 
 
Tab. 6.1. Replacement of detection limit (DL) with a lower value for each ion. 
Ion DL (µg/l) DL-x (µg/l) 
Arsenic 0.5 0.4 
Iron 10 9 
Manganese 
5 
1 
4 
0.8 
 
The whole data set was used in the application of probability plot (PP) method and of 
the component separation (CS) method. For the CS the NBL is assumed to be 
represented by the 90th percentile of the probability density function of the natural 
component, supposed as log-normal distributed, according to Molinari et al. (2014). For 
PS method (§ 4.5), the NBL is assumed to be represented by the 90th percentile of the 
remaining data after the application of pre-selection criteria (Tab. 6.2 and Fig. 6.5). 
 
In this chapter, the results will be presented and analyzed ion by ion. The NBLs were 
compared with the REF provided in D.lgs. 31/2001. 
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Tab. 6.2. Sample size before (N) and after (NPS) the application of the pre-selection criteria 
for each ion; red = number of samples in reducing conditions; ox = number of samples in 
oxidizing conditions. 
 
Ion N NPS 
Arsenic 107 49 
Fluoride 127 61 
Iron 
122  
26 (red)+ 96 (ox) 
61 
15 (red) + 46 (ox) 
Manganese 
128 
26 (red) + 102 (ox) 
63 
15 (red) + 48 (ox) 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 6.5. Samples before and after pre selection criteria application 
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6.2.1. Arsenic 
 
PP method 
The PP method was applied to the whole data set (107 samples, see Tab. 6.2). First of 
all, the probability plot allows the identification of two groups of points (group 1 and 2 
in Fig. 6.6), with a value almost constant of 0.4 µg/l for the group 1 (points in which the 
concentration of arsenic was below the DL of 0.5 µg/l replaced with the value 0.4 µg/l) 
and of 2 µg/l for the group 2. The points of group 2 are prevalently (60%) located in the 
municipality of Trentola Ducenta (for the location see Fig. 6.20) with the same content of 
arsenic due to the proximity. 
Excluding the flat trend of the points of the group 1 and 2, the probability plot shows 
a significant slope change in correspondence of the point 3 (Fig. 6.6), associated with the 
NBLPP, equal to 9 µg/l. 
 
 
Fig. 6.6. Probability plot of arsenic. The groups of points 1 and 2 and the change of slope 
indicated by 3 are explained in the text 
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The background value is placed below all the outliers (identified by the box plot in 
Fig. 6.2). A probability plot that excludes the outliers was made. The exclusion of these 
points does not involve changes in the determination of the slope change, and therefore 
of the background level. 
 
PS method 
By the Pre Selection criteria, 58 points have been eliminated, the majority (42) due 
to the content of NO3 > 50 mg/l. The remaining points (Tab. 6.2 and Fig. 6.5) were 
represented in the box plot of Fig. 6.7. The box plot shows the presence of 3 outliers. The 
treatment of the outliers was explained in § 4.2. The data set available is validated, 
therefore it can be excluded that these values are "true outliers". Moreover Bartolucci et 
al. (2009) say (as already stated in § 4.2): "This decision (Excluding the inclusion of 
outliers from the data set) can take place only if it is possible to accompany the results of 
statistical tests [...] with a valid scientific justification". The outliers were included in the 
background value determination because there aren't scientific justifications to exclude 
them.” 
 
Fig. 6.7. Box plot of arsenic pre-selected data set 
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For this data set the log-normal distribution hypothesis was confirmed with the 
Shapiro–Wilk test. Therefore, the calculation of the percentiles was performed and the 
NBLPS, equal to the 90th percentile, is 8 µg/l (Fig. 6.8).  
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Fig. 6.8. Distribution of arsenic and table of the quantiles of the distribution  
(concentration in µg/l) 
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CS method 
The CS approach was applied using the COMPSEC code in order to calculate the 
NBLCS with this method (§ 4.4). In Tab. 6.3 and Fig. 6.9 the solutions from COMPSEC for 
arsenic are shown. The algorithm identifies clearly one solution (As1), and estimate the 
NBLcs equal to 13.5 µg/l. The value is according to conceptual model and the previous 
value of NBL estimated, even if this NBLCS is greater than the REF (10 µg/l). 
 
Tab. 6.3. Solutions from COMPSEC for the arsenic ion (in bold the selected solution). 
As f(%) p μlogn μnorm σlogn σnorm R2 RMSE NBL (µg/l) 
As1 99 0.77 0.99 4.53 1.26 1.07 0.90 0.009 13.5 
Other sol. 1 1 1.85 5.5 12.6 12.6 0.20 0.03 - 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 6.9. Plot of the selected COMPSEC solution for As 
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6.2.2. Fluoride 
 
PP method 
The PP method has been applied to the whole data set (127 samples, see. Tab. 6.2). 
In the probability plot (Fig. 6.10) there are two significant slope changes (point 1 and 2), 
which are associated with a value of 1100 µg/l and of 2750 µg/l.  
The high fluoride content is a constant phenomenon over time as already shown in 
Fig. 6.3b. It depends on the presence of volcanic deposits which are found widely on the 
area, except in some coastal area (§ 3). Therefore, the hypothesis is to exclude a 
widespread anthropic contamination and to consider the 15 points below 1100 µg/L not 
very representative of the hydrogeological background of the area. Hence, for this ion, it 
proposed a NBLPP equal to 2750 µg/l. 
 
 
Fig. 6.10. Probability plot of fluoride. The changes of slope indicated by 1 and 2 are 
explained in the text. 
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PS method 
Using the Pre Selection criteria, 66 points have been eliminated, the majority (48) 
due to a content of NO3 > 50 mg/l. The remaining points (Tab. 6.2 and Fig. 6.5) were 
represented in the box plot in Fig. 6.11, which shows the presence of 7 outliers. 
 
 
Fig. 6.11. Box plot of fluoride pre-selected data set 
 
The data set available is validated, therefore it can be excluded that these values are 
"true outliers”. Nevertheless, the normal and the log-normal distribution hypothesis 
were not verified by the statistical tests.  
The distribution does not represent a unique population, due the presence of several 
outliers. For this reason, it was tried to delete one by one the outliers, beginning from 
the minimum outlier, and then eliminating the maximum one and so on. Finally, 
eliminating 3 outliers the distribution appeared log-normal (tested by Shapiro–Wilk 
test).  
Therefore the calculation of the percentiles was performed and the NBLPS, equal to 
the 90th percentile, is 2400 µg/l (Fig. 6.12). 
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Fig. 6.12. Distribution of fluoride and table of the quantiles of the distribution 
(concentration in µg/l) 
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CS method 
The CS approach was applied using the COMPSEC code in order to calculate the 
NBLCS with this method. In Tab. 6.4 the solutions from COMPSEC for the fluoride are 
shown. The algorithm identify clearly only one stable solution; this solution has p= 0, 
implying the exclusive presence of a normal component (Tab. 6.3). In this case the 
influenced and natural components cannot be separated on the basis of the Eq. (1) in 
§4.4, therefore NBL cannot be estimated by the CS method. This will be addressed in 
detail in the § 7. 
Tab. 6.4. Solutions from COMPSEC for the fluoride. 
F f(%) p μlogn μnorm σlogn σnorm R2 RMSE NBL (µg/l) 
F1 99 0 1184.5 1610 478.6 614.6 0.11 0.00 - 
Other sol. 1 1 1260 1900 527.6 527.6 0 0.00 - 
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6.2.3. Iron and manganese 
 
 
PP method 
For the iron and manganese, the PP method has been applied to the whole data set 
(122 samples for Fe and 128 samples for Mn, see Tab. 6.2). The application of this 
method doesn’t require the separation of the data-set on the basis on the redox 
conditions, in contrast to the PS and CS methods as mentioned in the next sections. 
The probability plot of iron allows the identification of two groups of points (group 1 
and 2 in Fig. 6.13), with a value constant of 9 µg/l for the group 1 (points in which the 
concentration of iron was below the DL of 10 µg/l, replaced by the value 9 µg/l) and of 
19 µg/l for the group 2 (points in which the concentration of iron was below the DL of 
20 µg/l, replaced by the value 19 µg/l). The presence of a large number of points with a 
concentration below the DL creates problems in the interpretation of the probability 
plot. Excluding the flat trend of the points of the groups 1 and 2, the probability plot 
shows 3 different slope changes in correspondence of the points 3, 4 and 5 (Fig. 6.13); 
the slope changes are not very evident at points 3 and 4, but they were validated using 
the linear regression for small groups of points between the inflection points. The slope 
changes (3, 4 and 5), are associated with the values of 60, 200 and 1500 µg/l. 
The probability plot of manganese allows the identification of one group of points 
(group 1 in Fig. 6.14), with a value constant of 4.9 µg/l (points in which the 
concentration of iron was below the DL of 5 µg/l replaced with the value 4.9 µg/l). The 
probability plot shows 3 different slope changes in correspondence of the points 2, 3 and 
4 (Fig. 6.14); the slopes changes, as well as in the case of the iron, are not very evident.  
The slope changes (3, 4 and 5), are associated with the values of 30, 50 and 1900 µg/l. 
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Fig. 6.13. Probability plot of iron. The groups of points 1 and 2 and the changes of slope 
indicated by 3, 4 and 5 are explained in the text. 
 
Fig. 6.14. Probability plot of manganese. The group of points 1 and the changes of slope 
indicated by 2, 3 and 4 are explained in the text. 
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For both ions, the PP method gave a poor representative NBL, because there are 
different stages of “transition” between the reducing and the oxidant phase, therefore it 
is difficult to locate univocal slope changes on the probability plot and to identify a NBL. 
For this reason, the NBLs in this case are supposed on the basis of the conceptual model, 
that considers the presence of two different sector in the study (one sector in which 
there are oxidizing conditions and the Fe and Mn, and one sector in which reducing 
conditions are present and influence the content of these metals) and the information 
that can be deduced by the interpretation of the probability plot. 
For iron in oxidizing conditions (Feox) the NBLPP is supposed equal to 200 µg/l, 
because this value is placed before the stages of “transition” and can represent the 
oxidized population, instead for Fe in reducing conditions (Fered) the NBLPP is supposed 
equal to 1500 µg/l, the point is at the end of the “transition” phase.  
For manganese in oxidizing conditions (Mnox) the NBLPP was considered in the 
middle between 30 e 50 µg/l, i.e. 40 µg/l, and for Mn in reducing conditions (Mnred) the 
NBLPP was considered equal to 1900 µg/l.  
 
PS method 
In order to apply the PS method, and afterwards the CS method, the iron and 
manganese samples were divided in two different population, “ox” or “red”, referring to 
oxidizing o reducing conditions. The criteria used to divide the data sample were (§ 4.5 
and Wendland et al., 2008): 
a. if Mn ≥50 µg/l and Fe ≥200 µg/l, the sample is classified as “red” 
b. if Mn <50 µg/l and Fe <200 µg/l, the sample is classified as “ox” 
c. Otherwise, the sample was analyzed and classified “ox” or “red” on the 
basis of different considerations, as a low content of NO3 or the location. 
This is the case of only 10 samples. 
The data set was classified following these criteria. Measures of iron were not 
available for all samples, but only for 122: for Fe 96 samples were classified as “ox” and 
26 as “red”, for Mn 102 samples were classified as “ox” and 26 as “red” (see Appendix C). 
 
By the Pre Selection method, 61 points have been eliminated from iron data set, the 
majority (43) due to the content of NO3>50 mg/l and 6 points because of the NH4> 0.5 
mg/l in reducing conditions. 
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For the iron, the remaining samples (Tab. 6.2 and Fig. 6.5) were represented in the 
box plot of Fig. 6.15, showing the presence of 6 outliers for the “ox” data set. The 
presence of the outliers will be discussed in the probability map section.  
 
 
Fig. 6.15. Box plot of iron pre-selected data set 
 
The presence of a large number of points with a concentration equal to DL makes 
difficult the interpretation of the distribution, and also the application of the 
normality/log-normality test. For this reason, the duplicate values are reduced to a 
maximum of 4 points with equal value (that means that if there are 5 or more samples 
with the same value, a reduction to 4 samples is applied).  
For both data set the normal or log-normal distribution was tested (Shapiro–Wilk 
test).  
The NBLPS considered equal to the 90th percentile is 230 µg/l for Feox and 3597 µg/l 
for Fered (Fig. 6.16). 
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Fig. 6.16. Distribution of iron, separated for oxidizing (ox) -reducing (red) conditions. 
Quantiles of the distribution in table (concentration in µg/l) 
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For manganese, 65 points have been eliminated from manganese data set, the 
majority (47) due to the content of NO3 > 50 mg/l, 6 points because of the NH4> 0.5 mg/l 
in reducing conditions.  
The remaining points (Tab. 6.2 and Fig. 6.5) were represented by a box plot (Fig. 
6.17) which shows the presence of 5 outliers for the Mnox data set.  
 
 
Fig. 6.17. Box plot of manganese pre-selected data set 
 
The data set available is validated, therefore it can be excluded that these values are 
"true outliers".  
The Mnox data set was modified in order to avoid the above mentioned problem, of 
the presence of a large number of points with a concentration equal to DL. The Shapiro–
Wilk test failed for the “ox” data, unlike the Lilliefors Test. The NBLPS was considered 
equal to the 90th percentile and it is 159 µg/l for Mnox and 3492 µg/l for Mnred (Fig. 
6.18). 
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Fig. 6.18. Distribution of manganese, separated for oxidizing (ox) -reducing (red) 
conditions. Quantiles of the distribution in table (concentration in µg/l) 
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 CS method 
The CS method was applied to the iron and manganese, considering the dataset 
divided in reducing and oxidizing condition. The method doesn’t give clear results in 
relation to the “red” data set. In fact, for both ions, the algorithm identifies only a stable 
solution; this solution has p = 0, which implies the exclusive presence of a normal 
component..  
For the “ox” data-set (Tab. 6.5), instead, the algorithm identifies only one stable 
solution for the Fe, corresponding to a p=0.99999, that implying the almost totally 
presence of a log-normal component and a NBLCS = 137.2 µg/l (Fig. 6.19a); for 
manganese the most frequent solution (indicated as Mn_ox1 in Tab. 6.5), identifies a 
solution corresponding to a p=0.99999, that implying the almost totally presence of a 
log-normal component and a NBLCS = 73.2 µg/l (Fig. 6.19b) 
The fact that the CS method, applied to Fe and Mn, identifies solutions that implying 
the almost totally presence of a log-normal component, confirms that the criteria used 
for the separation of the whole data set in two different population, “ox” and “red”, are 
adequate. The use of certain criteria to separate the data set, if reducing conditions 
occur, is necessary before the application of the CS method, because the method cannot 
recognize the difference between the two populations, even if a separation could reduce 
drastically the size of the dataset and compromise the success of the method. 
 
Tab. 6.5 Solutions from COMPSEC for the Fe and Mn (in bold the selected solution). 
 
f (%) p μlogn μnorm σlogn σnorm R2 RMSE NBL (µg/l) 
Fe_ox1 24 0.99 3.2 38.8 1.4 76.3 0.823 0.001 137.2 
Fe_ox2 76 var var var var var var var var 
          
Mn_ox1 34 0.99 1.65 15.04 2.06 20.34 0.30 0.002 73.2 
Mn_ox2 66 var var var var var var var var 
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Fig. 6.19. Plot of the selected COMPSEC solution for a) Feox e b) Mnox. 
  
a) Feox 
b) Mnox 
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6.3. Definition of the threshold value  
The BRIDGE guidelines propose to two different cases in the definition of threshold 
values (TV):  
1. if NBL<REF (case1)   TV=(REF+NBL)/2  
2. if NBL≥REF (case 2) TV=NBL    
 
Tab. 6.6 resumes the results of the elaborations described in the previous chapter for 
assessing the NBL. 
 
Tab. 6.6. Summary of Natural Background Levels (NBL) calculated using three different 
methods: probability plot (PP); Pre-selection criteria (PS); component separation (CS). 
red:reducing conditions; ox: oxidizing conditions. 
ION u.m. NBLPP 
NBLPS 
(90° percentile) 
NBLCS 
(90° percentile) 
Arsenic µg/l 9 8 13.5 
Fluoride µg/l 2750 2400 - 
Iron µg/l 200-1500 3597 230 - 137 
Manganese µg/l 40-1900 3611 159 - 73 
   red ox red ox 
 
 
Since NBLs were estimated with PP (NBLpp), PS (NBLPS) and CS (NBLCS) methods, it is 
proposed to use the arithmetic average of the three values in the TV evaluation.  
 
Tab. 6.7. Summary of TV calculated for arsenic, fluoride, iron and manganese. red: reducing 
conditions; ox: oxidizing conditions. REF: Reference value. 
 u.m. REF TV 
Arsenic µg/l 10 10 
Fluoride µg/l 1500 2575 
Iron µg/l 200 2549 195 
Manganese µg/l 50 2756 91 
   red ox 
 
For As and Feox the NBL is less or almost the same of the REF (Tab. 6.7) and therefore 
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for these ions: REF=TV=10 µg/l for As, and REF=TV=200 µg/l for Feox. 
In this study the probability maps will be drawn up with the Indicator kriging 
method, considering two different user-defined threshold values (§ 4.6.1): REF and TV.  
 
6.4. Probability maps  
The Indicator kriging (IK) method was used to estimate the probability of exceeding 
the REF or the TV (Tab. 6.7) for each ion. In the case of arsenic and iron (in oxidizing 
conditions) the REF=TV.  
All experimental variograms and maps were done in Surfer 11 (Golden Software, 
LLC). The best-fitted variograms model frequently used are the spherical model (F TV, 
Mnox REF) and the exponential model (As, F REF, Feox REF=TV, Fered REF, Mnred TV). It 
was considered the Gaussian model only for Mnox TV and the linear model for Fered TV. 
In some cases it was necessary to consider a nugget effect (Feox REF=TV). When 
necessary, a cross validation was performed in order to choose the best-fitted 
variograms model. The variograms are attached in appendix B. 
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6.4.1. Arsenic 
 
For arsenic, TV=REF (10 µg/l).  The results of the cross validation are in Tab. 6.8. Two 
models were compared: spherical (sph) and exponential (exp). The best-fitted 
variogram model is the exponential one (lower RMSE). 
Tab. 6.8 Results of the cross validation: Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) and Mean Error 
(M.Er.) 
model RMSE M. Er. 
exp 0.2566 -0.00172 
sph 0.2680 -0.00334 
 
The probability of exceeding the TV is almost everywhere zero, except for some “hot 
spots”, in which the arsenic content is very high (Fig 6.20). The “hot spots” are wells for 
irrigation use and in Fig. 6.3a and some of these “hot spots” were indicated as potentially 
contaminated and identified as “contaminated” by the PS criteria. The arsenic 
contamination can be associated with the organ-arsenical pesticides use. Moreover one 
of the “hot spot”, the one in S.M. la Fossa, falls into the contaminated site “Maruzzella” 
(Fig. 3.5). Hence, the probability map shows that the TV=REF value is a threshold 
suitable for the study area and the exceeding of the TV is due to an anthropogenic 
contamination. 
 
 
 
Fig. 6.20. Probability of arsenic being over TV=REF 10 µg/l. Black dots are water samples. 
Black stars are "contaminated sites". Percentage scale on the right.  
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6.4.2. Fluoride 
 
For fluoride, the probability of exceeding the REF (1500 µg/l) is almost everywhere > 
20%, with higher values in the southern part, in proximity of the Phleagrean Fields (Fig. 
6.21). The REF value is not representative of the nature of the groundwater of the area 
that is naturally rich in this ion. Hence, the REF value is not a threshold suitable for the 
study area. Moreover, the groundwater is not good for drinking use, because the 
probability of the exceeding the REF value is almost everywhere > 20%. 
The probability of exceeding the TV=NBL (2550 µg/l) is shown in Fig. 6.22. The 
results of the cross validation are in Tab. 6.9. Two models were compared: spherical 
(sph) and exponential (exp). The best-fitted variograms model is the spherical one 
(lower RMSE). 
Tab. 6.9 Results of the cross validation: Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) and Mean Error 
(M.Er.) 
model RMSE M. Er. 
exp 0.2631 -0.00110 
sph 0.2625 -0.00334 
 
The probability of exceeding the TV = NBL is almost everywhere zero (Fig. 6.22). The 
presence of "hot spots" in the southern part, where the fluoride content is very high (Fig. 
6.3b) because of the proximity to Phleagrean Fields, can be related to a natural 
contamination, even if an anthropogenic contamination cannot be excluded. In fact one 
of the “hot spots” falls in the area of the contaminated site of “Lo Uttaro” in Giugliano in 
Campania (Fig. 3.5). 
Hence, the probability map shows that the TV=NBL, is a threshold suitable for the 
study area, nevertheless the influence of the Phleagrean Fields in the southern part that 
should be considerate separately. 
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Fig. 6.21. Probability of fluoride being over REF= 1500 µg/l. Black dots are water samples. 
Percentage scale on the right. 
 
 
 
Fig. 6.22. Probability of fluoride being over TV= 2575 µg/l. Black dots are water 
samples. Black stars are "contaminated sites".  Percentage scale on the right. 
  
% 
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6.4.3.  Iron 
a) Oxidizing conditions 
 
For Feox, TV=REF (200 µg/l). The results of the cross validation are in Tab. 6.10. Two 
models were compared: exponential (exp) and exponential with nugget effect (exp nug). 
The best-fitted variograms model is the exponential with nugget effect (lower RMSE). 
Tab. 6.10 Results of the cross validation: Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) and Mean Error 
(M.Er.) 
model RMSE M. Er. 
exp 0.2986 0.00015 
exp nug 0.2728 0.00026 
 
The probability of exceeding the REF value is almost zero in the study area (Fig. 6.23). 
The presence of some “hot spot” is probably associated with sources of pollution (see 
Fig. 6.4b). In fact, there are some points in which a possible contamination of arsenic 
was already supposed in the § 6.4.1. (blue circle in Fig. 6.23). Hence, the probability map 
shows that the REF value is a threshold suitable for the study area, where it is in 
oxidizing conditions and a probably contaminated area has been individuate. 
 
 
 
Fig. 6.23. Probability of iron in oxidizing conditions being over TV=REF= 200 µg/l. 
Black dots are water samples. Percentage scale on the right. Blue circle indicates a 
probably contaminated area, in which iron and arsenic exceeding the natural 
background level. 
% 
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b) Reducing conditions 
 
For Fered, the probability of exceeding the REF (200 µg/l) is very high (>60%) almost 
everywhere (Fig. 6.24). The reliability of the map is greater in the area covered by water 
samples (black dots in Fig. 6.24).  
Nevertheless there are small areas where the probability of exceeding the REF value 
is very low. The map in Fig. 6.24 shows that the REF value is not a threshold suitable for 
the study area, where reducing conditions occur. Moreover, the groundwater is probably 
unsuitable for human consumption where the probability of the exceeding the REF value 
is > 20%. 
The probability of exceeding the TV=NBL (2549 µg/l) is shown in Fig. 6.25. The 
probability map shows clearly that the reducing conditions have to be considered in the 
northern part of the area, and even here in some sectors the NBL value is exceeded. The 
“hot spots” in Villa Literno and S.M. la Fossa are the same in which an arsenic 
contamination has been supposed, in § 6.4.1.; the “hot spot” in S.M. la Fossa fall in the 
contaminated site “Maruzzella”. 
The probability map does not change even considering, as a threshold value, the 
higher between the proposed NBL (the NBLPS). The reliability of the map is greater in 
the area covered by reduced water samples (black dots in Fig. 6.25).  
 
6.4.4.  Manganese 
a) Oxidizing conditions 
 
For Mnox, the probability of exceeding the REF (50 µg/l) and TV (91 µg/l) is 
substantially equivalent. In fact, the percentage of the total area, in which the probability 
of exceeding the threshold value, is almost the same in the two scenarios (Figs. 6.26 and 
6.27). The presence of “hot spots” in both scenarios is probably due to anthropic 
contamination. In fact, one of the hot spots falls into the contaminated site “Lo Uttaro” in 
S.M. Evangelista.  In this case it is possible to consider the REF value a threshold suitable 
for the study area, where oxidizing conditions are present.  
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Fig. 6.24. Probability of iron in reducing conditions being over REF= 200 µg/l. Black dots are 
water samples. Percentage scale on the right. 
 
 
 
Fig. 6.25. Probability of iron in reducing conditions being over TV= 2549 µg/l. Black dots 
are water samples. Black stars are "contaminated sites".. Blue circles indicate two probably 
contaminated areas in S.M. la Fossa and Villa Literno, in which iron and arsenic 
exceeding the natural background level. Percentage scale on the right 
 
  
% 
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Fig. 6.26. Probability of manganese in oxidizing conditions being over REF= 50 µg/l. Black 
dots are water samples. Percentage scale on the right. 
 
 
 
Fig. 6.27. Probability of manganese in oxidizing conditions being over TV= 91 µg/l. Black 
dots are water samples. Percentage scale on the right. 
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b) Reducing conditions 
 
In reducing conditions, the REF (50 µg/l) is always exceeded, except for one point, 
and therefore the probability map has not been drawn. The REF value, in this case, is not 
a threshold suitable for the study area, where reducing conditions are presents.  
The probability of exceeding the TV=NBL (2756 µg/l) shows that the NBL value is a 
threshold suitable for the study area where reducing conditions occur, even it is 
exceeded in some “hot points” (Fig. 6.28). The “hot spots” indicated by the blue circles 
are the same in which an arsenic and iron contamination has been supposed, as stated in 
§ 6.4.1 and § 6.4.3. For one of these “hot spots” the contamination is due to the presence 
of a contaminated site in S.M. la Fossa.  
 
 
 
Fig. 6.28. Probability of manganese in reducing conditions being over TV= 2756 µg/l. Black 
dots are water samples. Percentage scale on the right. Blue circles indicate two probably 
contaminated areas in S.M. la Fossa and Villa Literno, in which manganese, iron and arsenic 
exceeding the natural background level. 
 
  
% 
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6.4.5.  Iron and manganese 
 
For iron and manganese in reduced conditions, was identified an area in 
correspondence to a probability of exceeding the TV higher than 10%. The map in Fig. 
6.29 shows the sector proposed to apply the TV when reducing conditions occur.  
 
 
 
Fig. 6.29. Sector of the study area where apply the TV of Fered and Mnred. 
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7. DISCUSSION 
 
7.1. The comparison between the results obtained with 
the three different methods for the NBLs assessment. 
The results of the comparison between the NBLs obtained with the three different 
methods are shown in Fig. 7.1.  
The three methods gave always comparable results of the same order of magnitude 
and they corroborate in some cases the need of a different, higher, reference value. That 
is especially significant in the study area where a mixing of waters contaminated from 
anthropogenic and natural sources exists in some sector (Ducci et al., 2016) and the use 
of different approach to assess the NBLs facilitates the determination of a valid 
threshold value. In most of the cases, the NBL calculated with the probability plot (PP) 
method is lower than the one calculated value with the pre-selection criteria (PS) 
method (Mn and Fe in both conditions), or almost the same (As and F). The PP method 
considers the background value in correspondence of the slope change of the 
distribution data, which arises generally below the highest percentile of the data set. The 
PS method instead, although considering a data distribution different from that 
considered in the PP, evaluate the NBL as the highest percentile (in the study the 90th 
percentile).  
Each method has shown strengths and weaknesses that will be discussed in this 
chapter. 
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Fig. 7.1. Comparison between results obtained with probability plot method (PP), pre-
selection criteria method (PS) and component separation approach (CS). 
 
The component separation approach (CS) was the method that produced the poorest 
results. The application of the method gave good results only for arsenic and manganese 
and iron in oxidizing condition. The limit of the CS approach is that the superimposition 
of a log-normal distribution for the natural component cannot be appropriate in some 
cases (Reimann & Filzmoser, 2000; Rotiroti, 2015). Moreover, in case of 
oxidizing/reducing conditions, it is required a separation of the sample before the 
application of the method. Nevertheless, the separation of the sample can reduce the 
size of the data set and compromise the successful application of any statistical 
approach. This is probably the reason why the CS method has not gave results for Fered 
and Mnred.  
 
For iron and manganese, the probability plot (PP) method provided a poorly 
representative NBL, because there are different stages of transition between the 
reducing and the oxidant phase, therefore it is difficult to locate univocal slope changes 
on the probability plot. On the contrary, for As ad F the method gave good results, in 
according with the conceptual model and the results deriving from others methods.  
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The large number of values below the detection limit has been a problem for PP and 
PS method. For PS method it was necessary to consider a maximum of four points with 
the same value to avoid the problem.  
 
The PS method should be taking into account the peculiarities of the study area, in 
order to give reliable results. In this study, the pre-selection criteria were chosen on the 
basis of the land use of the area; e.g. the limit of the nitrate of 10 mg/l proposed by the 
BRIDGE guidelines was raised to 50 mg/l (EU Drinking Water Standard), due to the 
intensive farming of the study area. Otherwise it would be necessary to exclude almost 
all of the samples. The separation of the data set into oxidizing versus reducing waters 
makes it possible to highlight the presence of negative redox conditions and to calculate 
two values of NBL for Mn and Fe. However, the number of available samples after the 
division of the data set could be too small and may lose its statistical significance. For 
this reason it is necessary have a large number of samples. 
 
7.2. The natural and anthropogenic contamination 
The NBLs help to identify whether a natural contamination is present or not. The 
natural contamination occur if the NBL is greater that the REF. In this case, the 
groundwater quality is poor, due the naturally elevated concentrations and the 
groundwater cannot be used for the human consumption, but the phenomenon is not 
caused by anthropogenic impacts, which can be mitigated or removed, and the chemical 
status can be considered good. 
The Tab. 7.1 shows that the NBLs are always greater than the REF, in some cases by 
several orders of magnitude, for fluoride, iron and manganese. Therefore a natural 
contamination by fluoride, iron and manganese occurs.  
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Tab. 7.1. Difference (in percentage) between NBL (obtained with probability plot method 
(PP), pre-selection criteria method (PS) and component separation approach (CS) and law 
reference value (REF). 
ION NBLPP vs REF NBLPS vs REF NBLCS vs REF 
Arsenic -10% -20% +35% 
Fluoride +83% +60% - 
Iron ox 0% +15% -32% 
Iron red +650% +1699% - 
Manganese ox -20% +218% +46% 
Manganese red +3700% +7122% - 
 
The fluoride contamination is the result of the natural leaching of volcanic rock 
aquifer.  
The high iron and manganese content are due to the reducing conditions, for the 
presence of thick peaty levels, especially in the "non-saturated" and/or hydromineral 
areas (with significant contribution of CO2 and H2S). 
For arsenic, instead, a natural contamination has not found. Only the CS method 
provides a NBL greater than the REF. 
To estimate the extent of the contamination and the applicability of the NBL in the 
study area, the use of the probability maps was helpful (§7.3). 
The NBL is calculated as a percentile of a distribution in the CS and PS method. The 
choice of any percentile of the data set as a threshold between “natural” and “anthropic” 
values should always be considered carefully and the exceedances must be considered 
as an indication of attention needed for that area and not as “pollution” tout-court. In 
this study, the 90th percentile provides a cautionary threshold, which is useful for the 
identification of those areas where a more in-depth analysis could be carried out. 
 
7.3. The potentiality of the probability maps 
The main outcomes of this study are the probability maps. The application of NBL 
concept revisited in the light of the spatial analysis using Indicator Kriging (IK) brings to 
many relevant issues.  
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The probability maps have proved to be a useful tool for the following purposes: 
1. To identify points that probably are not naturally contaminated: for this 
purpose the maps drawn up considering the TV value (As REF=TV; F TV; Feox 
REF=TV; Mnox TV; Figs: 6.20-22-23-27) have been useful. In fact in the maps, 
the probability of exceeding the TV=NBL is very low (<20%) except in some 
"hot spot" in which an exceeding of the threshold occurs, probably associated 
with a source of anthropogenic pollution. These points are wells or limited 
areas to be kept under observation or study. The use of these maps indicates 
localized contaminated sectors. In some case it has been possible to verify that 
the “hot spot” correspond to a contaminated area (for example the “Area 
vasta” defined by ARPA). However, in the study area the presence of numerous 
dumping sites (both legal and illegal) has been widely documented (Corniello 
and Ducci, 2014). 
2. To evaluate when to consider TV instead of REF: for this purpose the maps of 
As REF = TV, Feox REF = TV, Mnox REF and Mnox TV (Figs. 6.20-23-26-27) have 
been helpful. For As and Feox the REF=TV is a good threshold value for the 
area. This is confirmed by the probability maps. For Mnox, the probability maps 
show that the probability of exceeding the REF is equal to the probability of 
exceeding the TV. Therefore, it could be useless to propose a new legislative 
threshold value (TV) and it could be better consider valid the REF.  
3. To identify the area of validity of the TV, in particular for the Fered and Mnred: 
for this purpose the maps of the Fered TV and Mnred TV were helpful (Figs. 6.25-
28). In this case there are large sectors, where the REF is exceeded. In this case 
it was crucial to consider two different values of NBL, one for the reduced 
conditions and one for the oxidizing conditions, in order to distinguish the 
natural contamination component from the anthropogenic one. The IK 
method, by definition, estimates the probability of exceeding an user-defined 
threshold, independently from the local concentration. For this reason, in 
order to be sure to identify the most significant area, the areas where the 
probability of exceeding the proposed TV is greater than 20% have been 
considered (Fig. 6.29). 
4. To identify areas probably not usable for human consumption: the adopted 
methodology allows for a distinction between areas “probably exceeding the 
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NBL”, hence probably polluted, or areas “probably exceeding the drinking 
water standards”, hence not usable for human consumption regardless the 
origin of contamination.   
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8. CONCLUSIONS 
This thesis deals with the request of the Groundwater Daughter Directive 
2006/118/EC to EU Member States to derive appropriate threshold values (TV) for 
several potentially harmful substances, taking into account the natural background 
levels (NBL, in order to assess the chemical status of groundwater bodies.  
The study area has been selected for its peculiar hydrogeological settings i.e. volcanic-
pyroclastic aquifer with some sectors where reducing conditions occur, the widespread 
nitrate contamination of the aquifers and spotted sectors with high levels of 
contamination, prevalently due to legal and outlaw industrial and municipal wastes 
dumping, with hazardous consequences on the groundwater quality. Indeed the area is 
under interest of regional authorities and under continuous environmental studies.  
The hydrogeochemical study was focused on arsenic, fluoride, iron and manganese, 
because of their diffuse presence in the study area, linked to the geological nature of the 
soils and/or to natural processes. 
The NBLs were calculated with three different statistical methods: the probability 
plot method, the component separation method and the pre-selection criteria method. 
Statistical methods are chosen because they are more appropriate for aquifer subject to 
sever anthropogenic impacts, or highly contaminated, or under peculiar hydrogeological 
conditions.  
The application of the three method highlights that the methods didn't give the same 
results and the most suitable method for the study area was the PS criteria, because the 
PS method is better able to distinguish the mixing of waters contaminated from 
anthropogenic and natural sources that occur in some sector of the study area. The 
choice of the percentile in the PS and CS method, as a threshold between “natural” and 
“anthropic” values, should always be considered wisely. As a matter of fact, the 
exceedances must be considered as a suggestion of attention for the study area and not 
as “contamination” in any absolute sense. In the study, the 90th percentile provides a 
rather cautionary threshold, which is useful for the identification of those areas where a 
more in-depth analysis could be carried out. 
The first result of the this study is the assessment of the natural background levels for 
the arsenic, fluoride, iron and manganese, both in oxidizing and reducing conditions. The 
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NBL assessment provides a first step in the definition of the natural contamination in the 
groundwater body.  
A natural contamination by fluoride, iron and manganese have been confirmed, in fact 
the NBLs for these ions, are always greater than the REF, in some cases by several orders 
of magnitude. 
The fluoride contamination is the result of the natural leaching of volcanic rock 
constituting the aquifer.  
The high iron and manganese content are due to the reducing conditions, for the 
presence of thick peaty levels. 
For arsenic, the NBLs provide by PP method and PS method are lower than the REF 
value, only the CS method provides a NBL greater than the REF. Therefore a 
contamination by arsenic is not verified in the study area.  
To estimate the extent of the contamination and the applicability of the NBL in the 
study area, the use of the probability maps was helpful. 
The novelty of the study is the revisiting of the NBL concept in the light of the spatial 
analysis using Indicator Kriging (IK), in order to link the conditional probability 
estimation using IK to the local NBL. The combined use of IK and NBL produces maps 
that have useful potentiality. 
The analysis of the probability maps, considering the NBL as threshold value, shows 
that the maps facility the identification of the points where a not natural contamination 
probably occurs i.e. area where concentrations exceed the established threshold values, 
from those where the high concentrations can be justified by the combination of 
different natural processes (rainfall composition, water-rock interactions, and 
exchanges with other water bodies, redox conditions and residence time). As stated 
before, the anthropogenic contamination should be verified with in-depth investigations 
at local scale because the exceedances must be considered as an indication of attention 
needed for that area and not as “pollution” tout-court. In some case it has been possible 
verify that the exceeding of the NBL corresponds to a point in a contaminated area. The 
probability maps proposed are meant to give a preliminary overview and an order of 
magnitude of the potentially contaminated areas from human impacts.  
The probability maps are also a useful tool to endorse the application of the NBL 
value within a large study area. In this study the NBLs of arsenic and fluoride are 
suitable threshold value for the study area, the probability of exceeding these value is 
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very low in the GWB. For iron and manganese the probability maps have identified large 
sectors, where it would be desirable consider the NBL of Fered and Mnred. In order to 
distinguish the natural and the anthropogenic contamination, it was decisive to assess 
two different values of NBL, one for the reduced conditions and one for the oxidizing 
conditions. These sectors were identified by considering the areas where the probability 
of exceeding the proposed TV is greater than 20%.  
Moreover, this methodology may sustain the application of European Water 
Framework Directive and other legislation on groundwater quality or provide a support 
for groundwater management during the planning process, or in the remediation 
strategies. The success of the maps at distinguishing natural versus anthropogenic 
contamination, on high levels of contaminant elements, is subject to in-depth studies 
based on accurate analysis. 
This method could be applied to any other element or compound and to any 
geological setting, as long as a valid hydrogeological conceptual model has been defined. 
The methodology can be tested to support the protection of associated aquatic and 
dependent terrestrial ecosystems and the uses and functions of groundwater (mainly 
drinking water use). 
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APPENDIX A: ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS 
ARPAC: Regional Agency for Environmental Protection of Campania 
As REF=V: Probability map of As considering as threshold value REF=TV 
CDF: cumulative density function  
CI: Campanian Ignimbrite  
CIRAM: Centro Interdipartimentale di Ricerca «Ambiente» 
CS: Component separation 
DCS: Department of Chemical Sciences of University of Naples “Federico II” 
DICEA: Department of Department of Civil, Constructional and Environmental 
Engineering 
EC: Electrical conductivity  
F REF: Probability map of F considering as threshold value REF 
F TV: Probability map of F considering as threshold value TV 
Feox: Iron in oxidizing conditions 
Feox REF=TV: Probability map of Feox considering as threshold value REF=TV 
Fered: Iron in reducing conditions 
Fered REF: Probability map of Fered considering as threshold value REF 
Fered TV: Probability map of Fered considering as threshold value TV 
GWB: Groundwater Body 
GWDD: Groundwater Daughter Directive 2006/118/EC  
IK: Indicator Kriging 
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LDDA: Litorale Domizio-Agro Aversano 
MLE: maximum likelihood estimation  
Mnox: Manganese in oxidizing conditions 
Mnox TV: Probability map of Mnox considering as threshold value TV  
Mnox REF: Probability map of Mnox considering as threshold value REF 
Mnred: Manganese in reducing conditions 
Mnred TV: Probability map of Mnred considering as threshold value TV 
NBL: Natural Background Level  
NBLCS: Natural Background Level assessed by Component separation method 
NBLPP: Natural Background Level assessed by Probability plot method 
NBLPS: Natural Background Level assessed by Pre-selection criteria method 
NIPS: National Interest Priority Site 
OLS: ordinary least square  
ox: Oxidizing conditions 
PDFlogn: lognormal frequencydistribution 
PDFnorm: normal frequencydistribution 
PDFobs: the observed frequency distribution  
PP: “Probability plot” method  
PS: “Pre-selection criteria” method  
P-VLTR: Volturno Plain–Regi Lagni groundwater body 
red: Reducing conditions 
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RMSE: root-mean-square error 
TV: Threshold Values  
WFD: Water Framework Directive 2000/60/CE 
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APPENDIX B: VARIOGRAMS 
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APPENDIX C: DATA SET 
ID X Y NO3 Mn Fe As F Mean value 
1 422811 4534094 19.4 1.0 19.0 9.0 1900 
 
2 435557 4535370 75.2 0.8 11.0 5.2 1300 
 
3 442870 4539842 
 
0.1 55.6 
 
1500 
 
4 448952 4540009 84.7 0.05 153.6 
 
2200 
 
5 453515 4538761 52.5 0.05 122.1 
 
1600 
 
6 434493 4532437 39.9 2.2 82.3 1.7 1410 * 
7 432774 4530698 1.74 3470 73.1 5.9 1980 * 
8 430377 4531711 14 5 262 0.4 1600 * 
9 450469 4538772 42.0 324.0 632.0 4.9 1100 * 
10 416882 4540615 2.0 4400.0 3010.0 42.4 1000 * 
11 427612 4541628 42.5 5.0 20.0 5.5 1190 * 
12 437762 4540928 1.2 394.0 1800.0 1.6 1080 * 
13 440401 4542129 48.8 5.0 20.0 4.7 1350 * 
14 443978 4541985 21.3 125.0 24.0 4.8 1200 * 
15 418720 4537526 36.6 167.9 57.9 5.1 1420 * 
16 436005 4544173 85.0 0.9 25.0 5.5 
 
* 
17 433858 4550023 44.0 0.1 0.1 
  
* 
18 422230 4539785 79.0 0.5 9.0 6.4 1540 
 
19 433205 4534625 53.0 0.8 9.0 6.1 2000 * 
20 434077 4532913 85.0 2.8 21.0 6.9 1650 * 
21 434186 4547225 68.2 0.95 21.00 
 
2300 
 
22 434719 4537875 88.0 88.70 
  
2850 
 
23 437300 4543729 79.9 0.95 38.00 
 
2300 
 
24 446101 4541665 73.0 5.63 37.10 
 
2150 
 
25 419138 4544627 0.8 1923.00 26.60 
 
2050 
 
26 419403 4546574 0.3 
   
2200 
 
27 419495 4536868 28.0 34.10 17.40 
 
2150 
 
28 420799 4531427 26.8 30.40 
  
2750 
 
29 425803 4532345 29.4 5.40 18.10 
 
2650 
 
30 428406 4533990 12.4 0.90 
  
2750 
 
31 429684 4537598 0.5 3539.90 35.00 
 
1900 
 
32 431018 4540934 65.4 22.40 18.70 
 
1850 
 
33 431688 4532096 10.8 466.20 61.90 
 
2400 
 
34 418130 4545690 5.1 1981.0 2835.0 
 
1718 
 
35 420127 4546737 2.0 2025.0 3849.0 
 
745 
 
36 412459 4543834 10.7 3300.0 1192.0 
 
765 
 
37 426215 4549340 3.9 599.0 2405.0 
 
1228 
 
38 420860 4545410 51.3 13.2 18.0 6.2 1720 * 
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39 435309 4546496 12.3 166.0 1800.0 0.4 390 
 
40 435409 4544104 96.9 10.0 325.0 5.0 1310 
 
41 432857 4545822 5.3 2390.0 9.0 12.0 1490 
 
42 447072 4541758 55.3 6.0 185.0 1.0 2020 
 
43 445415 4543295 3.3 3879.0 32.0 9.0 1540 
 
44 439709 4541301 1.7 45.0 586.0 0.4 590 
 
45 441790 4544576 55.7 0.8 9.0 0.4 1340 
 
46 437857 4550379 17.1 5.0 9.0 2.0 1380 
 
47 439717 4547643 62.8 0.8 9.0 3.0 1100 
 
48 431215 4539284 138.0 5.0 63.0 0.4 1310 
 
49 420639 4544204 5.9 1106.0 2491.0 8.0 3260 
 
50 423448 4545036 10.7 253.0 4812.0 3.0 720 
 
51 440333 4546374 58.0 5.0 16.0 4.0 1770 * 
52 443632 4543194 73.0 1.0 20.0 2.0 1450 * 
53 424921 4543183 5.9 2140.0 190.0 1.0 1170 * 
54 424408 4543071 43.0 20.6 5.0 2.5 1360 * 
55 437119 4542769 89.0 6.0 55.0 3.3 1780 * 
56 450300 4542300 60.0 9.1 9.9 0.3 1390 * 
57 437150 4541963 110.0 6.0 10.0 1.3 2400 * 
58 433709 4541607 46.0 9.3 230.0 4.0 1770 * 
59 456266 4541575 120.0 6.4 270.0 3.8 1090 * 
60 453227 4541288 68.0 5.0 20.0 3.1 1070 * 
61 440653 4540523 49.0 35.0 60.0 38.0 1320 * 
62 432595 4540413 64.0 5.0 57.0 2.0 1260 * 
63 446328 4540142 52.0 5.9 50.0 5.0 1630 * 
64 442887 4539783 57.7 3.0 31.5 1.2 2200 * 
65 436265 4539268 27.6 1.0 35.0 0.7 2750 * 
66 439029 4538842 148.1 133.0 7.0 6.4 1040 * 
67 424654 4538279 44.6 5.0 20.0 3.6 1370 * 
68 442016 4536598 72.9 166.0 80.0 2.7 1140 * 
69 425783 4536384 18.5 1.0 26.0 3.7 2200 * 
70 435813 4536231 2.3 5.0 9.0 0.4 2900 * 
71 425585 4535377 48.9 280.0 1200.0 8.0 1530 * 
72 418252 4534769 30.0 5.0 54.0 0.8 2060 * 
73 423509 4533326 34.8 1.0 20.0 0.4 1770 * 
74 420287 4530650 22.5 1.0 20.0 4.5 3190 * 
75 418877 4528989 5.5 30.0 20.0 0.4 300 * 
76 433320 4533593 83.2 3.7 106.7 2.6 1980 * 
77 418709 4537992 9.8 18.6 11.0 3.0 1310 * 
78 446951 4545345 73.0 5.0 12.0 1.8 1940 * 
79 430945 4533057 33.3 5.2 29.0 0.6 1660 * 
80 428698 4545570 1.7 1780.0 7232.0 12.0 940 
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81 429344 4546804 5.2 1075.0 70.0 0.4 1100 
 
82 425739 4545357 1.4 2911.0 7428.0 5.0 830 
 
83 426562 4549432 50.6 47.0 50.0 1.0 1300 
 
84 426318 4549398 63.5 5.0 21.0 9.0 1370 
 
85 417879 4536204 21.3 6.5 9.0 3.2 1500 
 
86 417776 4536448 38.0 4.0 9.0 5.0 1250 
 
87 417961 4536641 44.2 3.0 9.0 3.5 1260 
 
88 417793 4537013 46.8 6.5 9.0 4.8 1300 
 
89 418683 4536882 52.5 41.0 9.0 4.6 1250 
 
90 418630 4536536 38.5 13.0 9.0 2.5 1420 
 
91 418781 4536283 76.5 4.0 9.0 4.6 1420 
 
92 419089 4535720 49.5 4.0 9.0 3.5 1380 
 
93 419121 4534985 44.8 4.0 9.0 2.2 1570 
 
94 417082 4536869 6.1 4.0 9.0 2.3 1430 
 
95 417583 4535989 14.7 5396.0 9.0 1.8 370 
 
96 418173 4537155 37.4 248.0 9.0 4.7 1360 
 
97 418082 4536275 42.7 3744.0 9.0 1.4 1450 
 
98 416914 4535728 11.5 4618.0 9.0 9.5 3800 
 
99 416920 4535467 18.6 348.0 9.0 6.2 3800 
 
100 418064 4535925 1.3 565.0 9.0 4.7 2400 
 
101 418304 4536022 22.2 34.0 9.0 3.6 2000 
 
102 418196 4536351 32.8 36.0 9.0 2.1 1600 
 
103 417270 4535749 0.0 6412.0 97.0 7.8 2860 
 
104 417271 4535743 61.6 10.0 
 
9.0 1300 
 
105 417295 4535646 61.3 16.0 
 
9.0 1100 
 
106 435367 4542680 0.6 50.0 2710.0 16.0 860 
 
107 434618 4542440 101.0 9.0 66.0 20.0 1200 
 
108 435339 4542156 69.2 6.0 90.0 112.0 2100 
 
109 435128 4542035 148.0 50.0 1590.0 52.0 1800 
 
110 435211 4542535 65.3 4.9 
 
8.0 1610 
 
111 425830 4534783 30.5 40.0 120.0 0.4 1200 
 
112 428971 4535677 44.1 0.8 9.0 2.0 1300 
 
113 429448 4536721 10.7 0.8 9.0 5.0 1500 
 
114 424840 4536366 54.9 0.8 9.0 4.0 1300 
 
115 425265 4534481 31.1 0.8 9.0 2.0 1500 
 
116 425991 4534535 34.8 0.8 9.0 2.0 1600 
 
117 428065 4536303 11.5 30.0 9.0 2.0 1500 
 
118 425974 4535183 31.7 0.8 9.0 2.0 1500 
 
119 428323 4536362 2.0 0.8 9.0 1.0 1400 
 
120 428651 4536421 10.4 55.0 39.0 4.0 1600 
 
121 423936 4534772 26.3 0.8 9.0 4.0 1600 
 
122 428205 4536240 59.8 0.8 9.0 2.0 1100 
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123 418187 4535352 42.0 0.8 9.0 2.0 1500 
 
124 419557 4534915 45.6 6.0 338.0 6.0 1600 
 
125 424512 4537013 59.5 0.8 9.0 4.0 1100 
 
126 422659 4540142 80.9 0.8 9.0 0.4 1300 
 
127 422872 4540365 77.3 0.8 9.0 3.0 1200 
 
128 421963 4541444 77.0 0.8 9.0 0.4 1300 
 
129 444691 4538253 4.9 1.2 153.0 
 
1700 
 
 
